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Plans and specificatlos must be rigid inquiry by the grand Jury into
Accident in Oleveland, O.,
Frightful
ardently admired by ona
.
tel this morning, Dr. Bennett said-submitted on or before June 1. The facts concerning large contributions lins P. Huntington, widow of the Pio- Mrs. Leandro Quintana who died of Pedro Gomez, aroused the husband's
Two of Victims
Shipyard,
"Mr. Bidwell and I have bought the
board reserves the right of reject- alleged to be made by corporations neer railroad builder, who was opera- pneumonia Sunday, was held yester- jealousy, and suspecting her to be in
Will Die.
Lake charette project which1 is the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ing any and all proposals. ;
and other interests to campaign ex- ted upon for appendicitis in her Fifth day from the church of Our Lady ot Gomes' company, he invaded Gomez'
first to come in under the Carey Act
Cleveland, Ohio, May 4. Eight men
penses of members of the general as- avenue home yesterday, is reported Guadalupe. She was 31 years of age, premises in search, but not finding her
and leaves a. widower, who lives in he left his card in the shape of "a
in New Mexico. It comprises 10,000 were scalded, two fatally, when the SPEER STILL NEEDS
resting well today.
sembly.
acres which will be under ditch, main steam pipe to one of tha boilers
Trinidad and a boy and a girl. The bullet, which ploughed through Gomes'
TWENTY-ON.
VOTES.
Lake Charrette furnishing as fine a of the steamer State of Ohio operated (By Special Loused Wire to New Mexican,
Turn About Fair Play Burglars funeral of Polita Ruth Sandoval, aged arm from the elbow to the shoulder.
Indicted Minor Johnson
Bootlegger
natural reservoir as is to be found any- - by toe Cleveland and Buffalo Transit
after being sentenced under city or- entered the room of a girl named 4 years, whose father lives in Albu- The sheriff was notified and hastened
' n
where.
company exploded today. The steamsen4
dinance at Roswell, has been indicted Dottie Smith in the house ot Minnie querque, also was held here. She died to Palomas but met the excited husDenver, Colo., May
Today's
d
feet of ditch will er which runs between Cleveland, Erie atorial ballot: Democrats, Adams 30; by the territorial grand jury on two Carroll early yesterday morning and of paralysis Sunday at the borne of her band on his way to give himself up.
convey the water and work on the and Buffalo, was being overhauled.
S peer 28; Maupln 1; Martin 1; Wardl. counts, selling liquor without a license stole $45, getting away and leaving no grandfather, Victor Duran, of this city. The grand jury will investigate the
The boat was being repaired in prepproject will likely commence within
Republicans: McCreary 33; Vaile, J.Jand selling liquor to students at a clue as to their identity. Albuquer- Both funerals were conducted by the right or wrong of the interested par- establishment company, ties,
que Journal.
sir raontns. ' '
aration for her first trip of the season.
tsciiuui,
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WHEN YOU ARE GONE.
When you are gone the phoebe's call
is stilled,
Or stems to be;
The sheen upon the maple's green is
dulled
As by a shadow;
My eyes, unseeing, make aie miss
The violets,
Though they are blooming there,
As when we stooped in quiet joy
To break their dew-wstems.
Over the stars a veil is hung,
And all the sadness of the sea
Is flung upon the sands.
(To feel your hands
Upon my brow!
To feel them now!)
The hurt of you afar
Is on the sun and rain,
And I am bent and old
When
you are
gone. (Richard
Wightman in Success Magazine.)

genie P. Barela on March 27th last
year, when he was run Into by a
Santa Fe train sometime
between
midnight and 4 o'clock in the morning of that date, at the railroad
crossing between Hahn and Alameda,
showed up today at the County Court
house at, Albuquerque, when Soledad
Gonzales, de Barela, the widow of
Eugenio P. Barela, in behalf of her
self and her four minor children
filed suit against the Santa Fe railroad company for $5,000.

SCRATCHED FOR 20 YEARS.
Used D. D. D. Six Months All Itching Gone.
of
This Is the actual experience
Anne Croman, Santa Rosa, Call., with
the wonderful D. D. D. prescription,
the mild wash that give instant relief in all form' of skin trouble.
D. D. D. is the proven Eczema Cure,
Cleanses the skin of all impurities
washes away blotches and pimples,
leaving the skin as smooth and healDENVER BREAD
child.
thy as that of
Get a 25c trial bottle of his wonderDied Two Years After Injury The ful Eczema Cure today and keep it
I
death of George Jones occurred at in the house.
Raton at the Miners' hospital
after
We know that D. D. D. will do all
an illness of several days following that is claimed for it. Capital Phar-a delicate operation performed upon macy.
the skull.
The tissues covering the
brain had grown fast to the skull Judicial District, presiding, W. D.
a a result of the. injury sustained Newcomb, clerk; John E. Griffith, dis- to his head two years ago, and it was trict attorney and William C. Ken-- !
finally found necessary to perform dall, sheriff, present. The court made
the operation that, In most cases, re- the following appointments: H. P.
sults in the death of the patient Owen, stenographer; E. S. Stapleton,
TUCCTITC
Deceased had been living for the past interpreter; David Stitsel, crier, and
M1UUI1U MIL UIHIL
1
year in Raton with his father and Abel Chaves, grand jury bailiff; Diehad been a familiar figure upon the go Montoya, foreman of the grand
Sofia Gonzales is Dead Sofia Gonstreets of Raton.
jury.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
The grand jury was empanelled
zales, aged 55 years, died of pneumonia fever at Itoswell.
and went into session at once, and it
UNCOMPAHGRE OF COLOTICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
WE GIVE REGISTER
RADO IS MAPPED. i3 expected that several indictments
Had Deer Out of Season Sostenes
will Le returned into court tomorrow
Aragon has been arrested at Las Ve-- . Topographic Sheet Issued by the morning.
gas for having in his possession a deer
Quite a few civil cases were disUnited
States Geological
out of season.
posed of during the day, and in the
Survey.
case of Thomas Murphy vs, Unknown
adverse to plaintiff, a
Marriage License Issued At Las
A good example of the science of Claimants
Vegas, a marriage license has been topographic map making may be change of venue was granted to
issued to Juilianta Sandoval, aged 19,
in the map of the Uncompahgre nalillo county.
and Juan M. Cruz, aged 22 of Raton. cuadranele. Colorado, recently
The Petit jury is called f6r Friday
en-- !
cases will
graved and just printed on the great at which time the criminal
Burglars Rob Las Vegas Store
of the United be taken up and rushed through, this
presses
lithographic
Merchandise and a small amount of gtates Geological
The area must necessarily be a short term as
Survey
CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC money were stol-FRESH CAKES
FRESH PIES
,
from the store ofi
, h
the Court fund is not sufficient to al
f tl
ih
.u. ureenuerger, ai las vegas. eany ,
A
low of a iona term or court, there- to be contin- yesterday morning.
region. It includes a stretch of the y causing many cases
Black Canyon of Gunnison National ued t0 the next term- Nurses Resign Miss Lee Naff, head River, iiortions of the Gunnison Na- Attorneys present: H. A. Wolford,
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
nurse, and Miss Paulina Stoerraer, of tional
and Edward D. Tittman, of Hillsboro,
Na-the
Forest,
Uncompahgre
'
the Las Vegas Hospital, have resign- tional
R- Waddell, Deming, and J. F
s
Forest, and the Cochetopa
ed. They will be succeeded by Miss
Bonnam, Las truces.
tional
The
Forest.
northern
nortion
D. C. Shields and Miss Anderson.
William Cassmann,
Deputy V. S.
of the quadrangle is traversed by
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
Marshal, is in Hillsboro on official
line
&
main
of
Denver
Rio
the
the
Skeletons Found in Sewer.
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
Grande Railroad, and the Lake City business.
While making sewer connections
Hillsboro can now boast of "auto"
windmill
of
out
branch of
crosses
railroad
pump.
it
a power pumping plant
any
at Albuquerque yesterday, two skel- from north that
to south. Several hun- service between here and Lake Valetons were found by workmen, one
time
dred elevations are noted on the ley, which means many hours
ANY BOY
of them evidently that of a cowboy,
with
in
connections
saved
making
and
of
the
altitude
any point in
CAN RUN
for the leather chaps and boots were map,
area can be determined at a trains on the main line.
the
still intact.
THIS !
glance, with approximate
accuracy,
ENGINE.
If you want anything on
try
by examination of the contour lines.
Hands Caught in Machinery.
Wild and rugged as the UncompahNew Mexican Want Ad.
Miss Celsa Wagner, employed in gre country is the traveler or the
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care an Albuquerque laundry, yesterday camper, with one of these
maps In
$100 Reward $100.
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly had her hands drawn into ironing hand, could locate himself at once
The readers of this paper will be
rolls and they were terribly lacerat in any
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
part of the area. It is high pleased to learn that there is at least
ed and burned before the machinery country indeed,
science
many of the plateaus one dreaded disease that
$70.00
was stopped.
and lakes being 9,000 or 10,000 feet has been able to cure in all its
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
above the sea. A number of peaks stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall s
Large Timber Sale Leonard and in the eastern portion of the mining Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
work. For sale by
Cousin are moving their saw mills
are termed "hills" such as Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
FRANK F. GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. from the Sapello to Willow Creek on district,
Milton Hill, Iron Hill, and Rudolph requires a constitutional treatment.
the Upper Pecos to cut 20,000,000 feet Hill. Examination of the
map shows Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
of timber purchased from the Pecos them to be
higher by several thou- iy, acting directly upon the blood and
National Forest. It will take six sand
feet than the most lofty moun- mucous surfaces of the system, thereyears to cut this timber.
tain in the eastern half of the Unit by destroying the foundation of the
ed States.
Uncompahgre
Peak, disease, and giving the patient
Suit on Account.
with an altitude o 14,306 feet, is the strength by building up the constituAlof
G.
Garcia
The.E.
Company
highest point in the quadrangle, but tion and assisting nature in doing
buquerque, has filed suit against dozens of other peaks show eleva- its work.
The proprietors have so
Francisco
Lucero y Montoya for tions of i2,000 or 13,000 feet.
curative powers
much faith in its
$1,109.70 ualance due them on a ser
Th map is printed on a scale of that they offer One Hundred Dollars
ies of accounts that have been run1:25000 or approximately
two miles for any case that it fails to cure.
ning for a number of years.
to the inch. Although the survey of Send for list of testimonials. Address
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Abberration of the Mind Theodore this quadrangle and the engraving
All kinds of fJowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
ALFALFA SEED.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
of the plates cost the government
a
Torrance
Hicks,
county farmer, has
Take Hall's Family Pills for
been placed in jail at Estancia, await over $9,000, the printed map can be
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
obtained
from
of
the
Director
the
to the territorial
ing commitment
United States Geological Survey, at
asylum for the insane at Las Vegas.
Hisks has rational moments and then Washington, for the nominal price of
Ask
again his mind is wandering for long five cents a copy or $3 per 100 copies
the
cost
of
The
and
paper
printing.
Phone Black periods at a time.
Phone Black
area shown on the Uncompahgre
map is just north of that covered by
Died in the Philippines.
Mrs. Barton Cozine and infant the San Cristobal map, which is also
child, the former having been Miss sold at the same price.
Anna Towers of Albuquerque, died at
Manila, In the Philippines, where Mr. SHORT COURT FUNDS
PREVENT LONG TERM.
Cozine is inspector of dry docks
The remains will be brought to the
Judge Merrit C. Mechem Presides at
United States for interment.
Hillsboro and Rapidly Disposes
V
of Business.
Fined Wife Beater and Drunks
Joe Hefner and William McDonald,
Hillsboro, N. M., May 3, 1911.
two frequenters of the justice court,
The May term of the District Court
were taken before
M.
Justice C.
Mer-rlt- t
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
Bayr.e ut Raton and fined for drunk- - for Sierra county opened today,
C. Mechem, Judge of the Seventh who does
material
coal
mine
ii.obert Harris was also ar- building
ini'.tiss.
your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with
laigned before the court and fined
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
$25 and costs for wife beating.
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
their orders in that line will surely
PAZO OINTMENT Is mraraiiteed to odiNEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
refer you to us. We have built up a
Pi-case
of
or
any
Blind, Bleeding
Girl Dies of Operation
E. L. Lee,
ruesItching.
in t to 14 days or money re'work
reputation for doing high-clas- s
50B.
wife and family, came to Roswell from iruamg
funded,
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
Kenna Saturday night, bringing their
in a short time and at a very moderate
ten year old daughter, Sarona, who
charge. We are pleased to receive
We Have Built Up
was in a critical condition with ap
family trade, and assure you beforeShe was operated on at
pendicitis.
hand of complete satisfaction.
St. Mary's hospital Saturady night
101 Washington Ave
but the treatment came too late for
she died at 1:40 Sunday
morning.
The family returned to Kenna Sun
day morning taking the body. The
funeral was held at Elida Monday.
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TRY IT
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Established 1856.

Incorporated 190

SEUGI1I0S.

GO

Puritan Art Draperies
THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING

i

I

YOUR HOME

j j

IDfn

Louis Napoleon

Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Rugs
Carpets
FOR

HALF A CENTURY

THE

Duplex Scrim

Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta
Denim

Curtains

LEADING

DRY

GOODS

HOUSE

IN THE CITY

Ber-see-

Groceries and Delacatessen

Phone No. 36

P. O. Box 219

j

.

EVERY DAY

ft

lie

t,,.

!

-

'

KECD CteniD QlHEB

Price

WHOLESALE

fob Madison, Wis.

&

RETAIL

Flour Hav, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

OF GARDEN
WE DO NOT CARRY JUST A "SPRINKLING"
TOOLS, BUT A GREAT BIG V ARIETY OF SERVICEABLE, GOOD
QUALITY HOES,
RAKES, F ORKS TOOLS OF ALL KINDS FOR
THE GARDEN.
THE BEST CARPENTERS C OME TO US FOR THEIR TOOLS,
BECAUSE THEY KNOW WE KEEP THE BEST.

flardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Yourselves

LEO HERSCH

45

45

Eugenic- Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD

ol

3oa1

Screened

THOVIAS

R DELGAD0, Mgr.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

RATON
YANKEE

CERRILLOS

Palace Ave.

New Tipple The new tipple at the
mine now being opened in the north
side of Blossburg canyon, opposite
Gardiner, Colfax county, is rapidly
nearing completion and will be ready
for business within the next two or
three weeks. The entry work is also
being pushed rapidly along and a con
siderable amount of first class coal
dumped, awaiting the completion of
the tipple for screening.
The rail
road spur and switch track facilities
at the mine are now in readiness
for the enlivening activities in mine
operation" that will begin with the
opening of the new month.
Suit for $5,000 Damages.
The aftermath of the accident,
which resulted In the death of Eu- -

Lump
.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
7355?.
85
Telephone 85
Telephone

721

'

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
EAD CAIE

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Randes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

lUlV

Improved

jAlX

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

Julius Muralter R M. JONES.

RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.

Wood

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.

run

-

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.

Cor. Palace and

Washington Avenue

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

LIVERY STABLE

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

WE HANDLE LUMBER

In large quantities and have
modern facility for furnishing the
very belt rough or dressed
Leaves Barranca on the
Lumber
bound train and
of every description.
We are thue the north
Taos at 7 p. m.
enabled to make the very best price
Ten mlleB shorter than
for Lumber of such high grade.
'
way.
Ve will be pleased to figure on your teams. Good covered hack
contracts.

3Biy

TUlaag

Charles W. Dudrow FARE

arrival at
arrives at
any otier
and good

4caa.te Mle F

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

'Phone

9

fee
Rah
ia fte

UYFJLY

Drivers

ftrt&ed.

kxjGit
US.

CHAS. CLOSSON

$5.00

na

MARCH

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

- WINDS

-

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventablebut they can be made less annoying.
HAZEL
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

look's Pharmacy
Phone 213

vi s"

-

'
it,
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we' have reason
of the world.

EVER HAVE IT?
If You Have, the Statement of This
Santa Fe Citizen Will Interest
You.
"
Ever have a
pain In the
back?
In the "small," right over the hips?
That's the home of backache.
It's caused by sick kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills

PREJUDICES

cure it.
Santa Fe people endorse this. Read
a cast of it.
Hilario Baca, Delgado St, Santa Fe,
N. M., says: "About two and a half
years ago I gave a public statement,
telling of my experience with, and
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills. They
completely rid me of pains in my back
which had troubled me oft and on for
months. When I stooped or brought
any strain on my loins. I suffered
severely and there were various other
symptons that my trouble came from
disordered kidneys. I finally procured
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
prompt relief. I continued taking
Doan's Kidney Pills and it was not
long before every symptom of my
trouble disappeared. The fact that I
have had no return attack, warrants
me in giving Doan's Kidney Pills my

inevlt-ablenes-

Foreigners Are No Longer
Persecuted in Civilized
Countries
PEACE

MOVEMENT

GROWING

Nations Have Discovered That
Even the Victor in a War
Is a Loser.

FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE, N.

M.
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to think in terms jenter their internal

has in
"This
ten years advanced far, and it is the
great promise of the Peace Movement
"And here is the great task or the
Peace Societies. It is to foster this
to educate the
people into it, to show them its
to interpret to them the
rapid and confusing processes which
are making toward it so fast that they
can hardly be comprehended, to show
them the manifold signs of its coming. The American Peace and Arbitration League has gladly assumed
this task from the beginning.
"Personally, I am greatly interested
in woman's work for Peace, I believe
woman's opportunities are greater
here than in almost any other field.
Her sympathies are broad, and this
work of welding the nations calls for
great, broad, charitable, sympathetic

ARE VANISHING

"Iow-aown-

SA3TTA

s,

differences
and
send troops from this country into
their borders to force the fulfillment
of private obligations had done much
to prejudice
the South
American
countries against the United States.
The United States had no right, said
Mr. Slayden, to prevent the coloniza-- j
tion of foreigners in those states.
"So far as I am advised," said Mr.
Slayden, " the people of South America do not want us to protect them
against the settlement, of white Europeans on their unoccupied lands.
They do not believe that we have the
right to assert a policy that will retard the development
of their resources and I must own that I think
their position is well taken.
"Primarily our duty to other American states is to let tli'in alone, only
holding thom to a distinct respect
for the obligations of international
law.
"The recent noisy and unjustified
demand for intervention by our government in the internal affairs of Mexico is a case in point. The government of Mexico is not the govern
ment that we would like. But it is
the sort of government that the Mexicans have set up for themselves
and its forms and facts are not our
concern so long as international ob

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

ti

Every woman's heart resoonds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's

voice, because nature intended her for
niotnerhood. Hut even the loving
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is regarded as a period of suffering- and danger.
Women who use Mother's
are
saved much discomfort and suiTering,

and their systems, being thorouglify

20th day of April. 1911.
EDW. L. SAFFORX),
In the District Court ;u and for the (Seal)
Clerk of the First District.
Hanna & Wilson, Attorneys, for PeCounty of Santa Fc,
Territory of New Mexico.
titioners, office and postoffice address.
Petition of the Santa Fe Water and Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
Light Company, a corporation, for
the condemnation of certain lands
Warning to Railroad Men.
lying and being in the county of
K. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Rath Me.,
Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico,
sends out this warning to railroaders:
Petitioner.
"A conductor on the railroad my
vs.
No. C77S.
Ramon Trujillo and David Rodriguez, work caused a chronic iuflamation of
md the unknown claimants of the the kidneys, and I was miserable and
A friend advised
lands and premises described in the ali played out.
and
from the day
Pills
Foley
Kidney
complaint. Defendants.
1
commenced taking them, I began
This is to notify the unknown
The infiatna- claimants of the lands ami premises to regain my strength.
am far tK!tt-and
described below that a suit has been rounon
1 have been
for twnty year3-tfiled in the district court of the coun-i"'aof Santa Fe, bv the above named''1'10 wakn!SS an(1 dlzzy spells are
petitioner against said defendants for a thing of the past aml 1 hih,-"
the condemnation of a tract of land r'comm?,ld FoWy Kidmy
ail druggists.
jSit!o
described, as follows:
j
j

prepared by this great 'remedy, are
in a healthy condition to meet the
time with the least possible suffering
and danger.
Mother's Friend is
recommended only for the relief and
comfort of expectant mothers ; it is in
no sense a remedy for various ills,
but its many years of success, and
'''
the thousands of endorsements received from women who have used it
A certain tract of land
at
beginning
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
are a guarantee of the benefit to be a point on the east side of the Pecos
derived from its use. This remedy road, from which the eastern comer
Connections made with Automobile
does not accomplish wonders but sim- of the land belonging to fironson M. line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
ply assists nature to perfect its work. Cutting bears south 6P 54' West. Automobile leaves Vaughn for RosMother's Friend allays nausea, pre- 5s. S feet, distance and also from well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Rosvents caking of bit
- which the Hag pole of the Capitol well at 3:20 p. m. Automobile leaves
bears North :!P 5' West; thenc- - Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
North Mo 9' East noi.l feet; thrnee fare between Santa F and Torrance
contributes to elkflMfT&fffl
North Kl'J r.i' East 4!M5.4 feet; thenc ls $5.80 and between Torrance and
TS S.v East, 211.0 feet; thence North; Roswell $10.
strong, healthy
Reserve seats on automotherhood. Mother's Friend is sold S0 02' East. 205.1 feet; thence North1 mobile by wire. J. W.
S'ockard.
at drug stores. Write for our free 793 3C East, 074.0 feet; thence North
book for expectant mothers.
7S
40' East, 175.4 feet; thence North!
For
soreness of the
muscles
BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Cm.
MP 10'. 275.8 feet; thence North X6 whether induced by violent
exercise
28' East, 390.5 feet; thence North M- - or injury. Chambenain's Liniment is
Greaterville, Anz., by J. M. Hill
fcast, bOo., feet; thence North excellent.
This liniment is also
Cold Mining in the Kandsburg 79 23' East, 105.0 feet to the West highly esteemed for the relief it
e
of the right of way of the Talaya fords in cases of rheumatism.
Quadrangle, California, by F. L. Hess,
Sold
The Weaverville-TrinitCenter Hill reservoir and from said point ten' hy all dealers.
gold gravels. Trinity county, Califor- feet south and returning a distance of
ten feet south from the line described
nia, by I). F. McDonald.
IAdLLALL
I'lac-egravels of the Sumpter and above to the Pecos road, and
Granite districts, eastern Oregon, by thence ten feet to the point of begin-- j
LOCAL TRAINS
1

v

i

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cincinnati, May 3 In discussing minds.
the program of international concil"As she rises from her older status
iation today Baron d'Estournelles de of the silent comforter of man to be a
Constant said:
factor in the thought and action of
"True patriotism consists in doing the world, she can, if she will, be an
A equal influence in this Peace Cause
good service to one's country.
stimulation of internal activity by as well as find it a field of endeavor
means of good relations with others full of interest and charm.
"Her battles have always been won
has been the main item in the plan
we have been advocating,
entirely by moral force, rather than by arms.
that man is beginning to see ligations are
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MURDER IS MURDER.
On one proposition, it seems,
Roosevelt and the New Mexican stand together.
There are too
many murders, there is too great a dis- regard of human life, there is too
light punishment meted out to murderer's. Murder is murder
even
though it is committed
in
the
name of a good cause.
Murder is
murder, whether it is committed by a
labor leader, or by a community Which
neglects sanitation and quarantine or
permits the spread of filth diseases by
tolerating houses, of ill fame, or
whether it is committed by employers
of labor who disregard safety appliances or conduct sweatshops. The
brand of Cain is for all those who
regard human life lightly and sacrifice it to their greed, their selfishness
'
or their passions.

PLBL C TY. iwitn all tnis advancement or mi- New Mexico wlven it. comes in as provement of our conditions, there is
nine
a state, must inaugurate an umi;i;u uuc imug mai io ui
DOLLAR DIPLOMACY.
nublicity campaign that will result ance in connection with our schools,
is many a sneer whenever
There
been
which
has
of
woefully neglected;
in doubling the population
reference to the America u
is
there
school
commonwealth, or even bring it up that is, the beautifying of the
school
not
the
have
dollar.
It
is typical of the commerWhy
of
grounds.
next
the
time
million
the
to a
by
census. There has been a keen rea- ' grounds been made more attractive? cial spirit and is looked upon as the
lization of other states to this matter Is it because of the lack of funds or symbol of calloused and unmoral
of publicity of official boards. Arkan- lack of interest along that line, or
Yet, the American dollar
climatic consas, within the last two years, has because of unfavorable cause
for peace, for better
an
may
the
is
Whatever
ditions?
agency
attracted '40,000 settlers
through
skillful advertising. Florida, which have been in the past, let us try and morals, for the human uplift. In the
of improve this state of affairs. Remem- Peace Congress at Baltimore, today,
showed the largest percentage
ber that the surroundings or the en- the address on "Dollar Diplomacy,"
Misgain in population east of the
are potent factors in the came nearer to striking the solution
vironment
sissippi during the past ten years, as
of living of the "Peace" question than all
and
development
growth
;
public-to
its
this
cribes
magnificent
or man. other theories propounded.
whether
animal,
plant,
Let the
beings;
of
The city
Spokar.e
ity campaign.
school grounds, business world realize that there is
attractive
having
By
spends a quarter million dollars just we can do much to familiarize
the loss of dollars in war, that there is.
to advertise itself, and San Antonio,
New Mexico school children with nat- loss of dollars in the whiskey traffor
that
set
aside $i0,000
Texas, has
ure's objects and create in them a fic, that there is loss of dollars in
Alabama expects to spend love and
purpose.
appreciation for the beauties immorality and the result will be
Colorado
$60,000 this
year, and
of the landscape, and may even keep Peace, Prohibition and Purity.
All
as
much
as
Ner
times
three
spends
them from leaving the farm when other appeals will always 'fall on a
falha3
Mexico, while even Arizona
grown up. School children love nat- large number of deaf ears, but appeal
line. Practically, every ure and
len into
enjoy playing on the green
state now realizes, that humanity grass in the cool shade of a tree or to business and the dollar and every
and people are a state's greatest as- grove. A petty lawn, a nice grove or one pays attention and heeds.
set and strength. Says a bulletin of an attractive border might create a
the Bureau of Immigration ot New stronger desire for school work. In 'The Democratic apportionment bill
Mexico iss'.ted this week:
other words, anything that would tend provides for 433 members of the
"It is inl: resting to note the rapid to change the barrenness and cheer- House of Representatives, but only
extension 01 stale publicity work :n less appearance of so many of our one of these members is assigned to
the United States.
Although the New Mexico school grounds, MIGHT New Mexico for the next ten years,
New Mexico Bureau of Immigration BE an inspiration for the child to go although according to the report ac
has been conducted upon a small to school."
companying the bill, New Mexico's
scale it was one of the pioneers in
population, even after deducting the
IS MANKIND ADVANCING?
this class of work, bavins been cr- Indians untaxed, entitles the new
In a book that is hailed by Mayor state to two Congressmen.
In fact,
ganized first in May, 1S?6, 2 yenis
ago. Now the secretary a oflice is re- Gaynor, of New York, as "masterly" the tables which accompany the receiving letters frequently frox oth- and by Frederick Harrison, the Eng- port, show that even
though the
er states asking as to the organiza- lish Positivist, as "original and fasci- membership of the new House were
tion of the New Mexico Bureau and nating," Mrs. John Martin adminis- to be only 412, yet, New Mexico's
the line along which l.i work is car ters a stiff rebuke to the pride and population would entitle it to two repof our age, says Cur resentatives.
ried out. This indicates, not only
The Democrats argue
that New Mexico's pubiiciry work is rent Literature. She feels, and she that since Arizona, with 125,000 less
known
the argues with great skill, that human- people than New Mexico is entitled
becoming
throughout
in any real to
United States, but that '.he competi- ity is not advancing
only one Congressman, therefore,
"The world today," she re- New. Mexico must content itself with
tion is going to become stronger day sense.
makby day. The agitation for state pub marks, "is convinced that it is
one, although the same measure
In western
licity work is especially active in the ing rapid progress.
gives Idaho, with 3,000 le3s people,
increased two Congressmen.
smith anrt pinimiimi aiv nrifior wv Europe and in America
The Democratic
democratic
insti
in a number of the states to secure j'wealth production,
party has not yet done anything at
large legislative appropriations wiih tutions, free education, free thought, Washington or at home to gain the
every indication that they will be t!ie opening of opportunities in new respect, and much less allegiance, of
made. Arizona, through its commer- - countries, the acceleration of travel the voters of New Mexico.
cial .bodies, is preparing to ask its and communication, have combined
first state legislature for the crea - to Produce upon our generation an
A corn growing contest has been
tion of a publicity department and a 'exhilarating sense of expansion, of
in Dona Ana county by
inaugurated
But
of
growing power."
large appropriation to sustain it. The liberation,
Colorado Knard of Tmmiinatinn al-- this impression, it seems, "is an il- - the Agricultural College. It is good
work that will bring important reready has a large
appropriation lusion. We have not really progress sults. As the contest
is to be by
Mrs. Martin likens modern
which pnahlpa it tn extend its nnhH-:d.- "
boys, it will awaken an interest in
city all over the United State3 with- civilization to a runaway locomotive
speed on a the farm, and in farm work, that is
out going outside of the state approp- going at tremendous
"We
have
lost our much needed. In New Mexico, farmtrack.
wrong
dobeen
have
The
riation.
Dakotas
and
"Man
she
adds;
may ing can be carried on under more
says;
ing state publicity work for several way,"
the agreeable circumstances than in any
dur- have risen from the ape; also
years. Missouri and Arkansas
other state of the Union, on account
a
be
man.
Men
ape
may
degenerate
the
have
ing
expended
past year
of the community life which has surheaded
as
Misquite
sums
in publicity work,
jare
large
vived many centuries and because of
angel-waras
Time
runs
an
souri through its immigration bureau and Arkansas through a publi- j elevator which goes botli ways, down climatic conditions. In farming lies
the future of New Mexico.
city association in some respects j as well as up."
is
Mar'What
Mrs.
asks
progress?
similar to this organization, except
that through the support of the rail- tin at the outset of her argument.
The cost of one battleship would
roads, commercial bodies and de- She replies: 'The word progress prove such a magnificent endowment
velopment interests generally, it has should, I believe, be exclusively re--j for St. Michael's College, for ina large fund which enables it to pur served to express a , rise in human stance, that it would benefit the pop
chase a great deal of the mos.t desir- capacity, the development of higher ulation of the entire southwest
for
Thus re- it would make St. Michael's an inable kind of magazine and newspa- orders of human beings.
as
it
a
it
in
remains,
Arkanshould,
stricted,
per publicity. The work
fluence that would transform New
sas is interesting. Its publicity is strictly qualitative, never a quantita- Mexico, Arizona and
not confined to any section. It is tive term. Improved conditions con- states as no other agencysurrounding
possibly
sent out for the state as a whole, duce to progress, and are necessary could, ihtre is point therefore to
to
is
somethine
progress.
Progress
each district having come to realize
"Why is a battleship.
tjuusuon:
iyj
s
that what is of benefit to the state more than improvement.
wnen the moneys expended for ar
as a whole is of benefit to every sec- means movement forward."
maments, if spent on the right kind
tion. Until two years ago Arkansas
oi schools, would make war an im
FOR A SANE FOURTH.
was one of the most backward and
possibility?"
least shown of the state In less
Spokane troops of the Boy Scouts
than two years it has made itself of America have adopted resolutions
Senator Bailey believes in a good
one of the best known.
inviting troops in all parts of the meal at noon-tidand ample time in
"The same ignorance as regards United States to join in observing a which to permit it to settle
and there
sane
of
Fourth
The
idea
is
July.
New Mexico exist3 throughout
the
fore, after two years vigorous war
to
celebrate
as
a
Independence Day
country as existed two years ago refare, has succeeded in persuading the
We can over- jubilant holiday and to assist the au
garding Arkansas.
patriarchal Senate to drop another
come it in the same way that Arkan- thorities in saving life and limb. one of its cherished
precedents, that
Rev.
David
W.
of
scoutmaster
sas has done and that other f the
terry,
ot meeting at high noon. Hereafter,
southern states are preparing to do. Troop 3 and founder of the; Girl the Senate, recently
rejuvenated by InThe competition, however, is becom- Guides of America, who has estab- surgent blood,' will meet
at 2 p. m., so
lished
national
In
more
more
Spo
headquarters
and
keen as the states
ing
that the noon day meal may not inter
is
to
it
or
have
planned
come to realize the imperative need kane, says
fere with national legislation, or rath
of national publicity. It is up to us ganized celebrations, at which there
that national affairs might not in
er,
in New Mexico those of us who are will be more fun, more brass bands terfere with the noon
meal and siesta.
more
fireworks
and
than
before
ever
interested directly or indirectly in
to
the
of
the
time
give
youngsters
the
of the
speedy development
their lives, with all the elements of
Taos county commissioners should
country to get solidly behind an
TJie executive wake up and help build that
movement which will adver- danger eliminated.
auto
tise the new state as a whole and get committee of the Spokane troop, road from Santa Fe to the Taos Pass.
headed
Carl
by
Ultes, Jr., will place Santa Fe county will 1.0 its part and
the facts before the country."
the entire scout body at the service will build to the Rio Arriba county
of the city officials.
The Scouts and line this summer. Taos county
BEAUTIFYING
THE SCHOOL
might
Girl Guides will join in the general as well have its share of the terri
GROUNDS.
the patriotic torial road fund, but there is only
The public school house is the real celebration, including
and fireworks in the one way to get it and that is by
civic center of every community. exercises, games
Z. E. Hayden, commisparks.
matching each dollar the territory
From it should spread every influence City
sioner of public safety, is heartily in would spend by a dollar from
the
that is uplifting. But what of a civic favor of the
plan.
Taos county road fund.
center that is surrounded
with
grounds that are ugly and neglected?
The school house is the laboratory of of thestriking contrast inwith the efforts
"Nine silver
and
twenty-si-x
Democrats
Congress to
the future and the school grounds are amend the
New Mexico constitution bronze Carnegie hero medals have
of
school
house. The Agri so
the
part
that the Spanish speaking people been passed out," says the Albuquercultural College has issued a bulletin
be robbed of the guaranties em que Morning Journal. "Who received
may
in which this subject of "Beautifying bodied in that
fundamental law, Ex the leather one has not yet been anthe School Grounds," is touched upon Governor.
It will go to Fergusson,
before the House nounced."
Curry
Garcia.
Fabian
He says Committee on
by Professor
ot course, who rushed in, when statedelivered
Territories,
in his Introduction:
an eloquent eulogy, not a defense, for hood was a sure go and delayed it
"Great interest is now being taken
they need no defense, of the citizen long enough to save the Democratic
by the people in the development of ship of the
party.
the new state. Every section in New
over
Mexico is enthusiastic
the sub
Colorado now has a law that pro
It is quite a triumph for the Uniject of Good Roads, which are certain hibits the use of
the public drinking versity of New Mexico to secure for
ly a potent factor not only In the de
velopment of the country but in ad cup, but that applies only to cups used its summer school of Chautauqua,
ding to the home comforts of the rural for water. The cup containing the Dr. Robert Oehme, one of the German
The development of our poison of 'alcohol is licensed, not pro- "Exchange" professors at Tale. He
population.
will deliver a series of
, agricultural
possibilities is attracting hibited. But why
pass a law prphi-bitin- will be the most 'notable lectures, that
attention from every quarter of the
thus far in
the public drinking cup when the
' country. The educational
features
history of education in New Mex'"
'
'
ico.
'
art being improved very rapidly. Yet prohibition does not prohibit?"

wprn nc officii
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at

Law

Recently Special
Afient 0. L. 0.

ape-war- d

Pro-gres-

g

hughes,

Cashier.

F. McKANE, Assistant

nt,

Cashier.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

Specialists in al! matters before the United States and General Land

- , - $150.000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit -

Offices and the Territorial

'

Land

HIS VIEW.

Department.

HIS FAILING.
had as Rood a chance as moat,
Ability to win;
And energy to know just when
Was right time to begin;
In fant, he saw a good career
With fortune on its top.
Cut lie would pause to say at times:
"I guess I'll take a drop."
H

the aviation craze,
lie built an airship fine.
And in the ranks ot rising men
He made a record fine,
Util one day when he was high
His engine works did stop;
lie said as far down earth It seamed:
"I guess I'll take a drop."
Me got

p

j!

He soared up to the pearly gates
But to him they were barred;
He found to his extreme disgust
He was in the discard.
Of course, up there he couldn't stay.
As that's for virtue's crop,
And sad he muttered the last time:
'I guess I'll take a drop."
A JOYFUL TIME.

Jim Is yo' got

Sam?
Sam
armed.

yo life

THE

PELAGE HOTEL

Certainly I hasn't. I'se alway

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

0ns .of the Best Hotels

What They Say.
Some women say they want to vote.
some others say they don't:
Borne men say we'll see them vote.
come others say we won't.

"

124126

Com-merci-

TELEPHONE

I suppose you found it

Its Lurid Glare.
Helma
What do you think pretty hard to give up your automoocean
the
this phosphorescent bile and go back to college?
gives
Columbian Oh, no! I am a meui-be- r
hue?
of the football team this year, so
Hardy PorteIt's not exactly phosphorescent; I should call it sulphur- I can go right on maiming people.
ous, and it's due to the character of
The Easier Job.
the language mostly used by people
Some day, perhaps, I may be rich.
who have to make ocean trips.
And that will suit me well;
It's sa much easier to buy,

le

I'm sure, than try to sell.
Dialogue.
"When the: officials visited the
Her Husband's Advice.
prison, a convict knocked against the
"I shall never speak to George
governor accidentally, and what do Welldone again. I used to think he
you think the man said?"
was a gentleman, but his wife and I
"What?"
had a confidential talk y
and the
"He said: 'Pardon me.' And the things she told me about him have
governor answered: 'That lets you convinced me that he is not fit to asout.'"
sociate with respectable people."
"Oh, pshaw! Be charitable, Mary.
His wife is more generous than you.
Not the Costly Kind.
"Riffles says that In his salad I met her a few minutes ago and she
spoke to me just as cordially as if
days"
"That stingy fossil talking about hli you had never told her a thing about
alad days! Well, everybody knows me."
that whatever else they might have
More Than Shakespeare Knew.
been, they were never chicken salad
Abel Stringem I can fell you, my
days." .
hoy, Shakespeare could never have
written a drama like yours.
& Modern Miracle.
Playwright You are very compli"My wife is an astonishing woman." mentary.
"Is she?"
Abfil Stringem
Not at all Take,
"I'll give it to you. She told me the for instance, that electric tram acciother night when I proposed going dent in the third act London Tit
out that she would be ready in a min- Bits.
ute. And she was." ,

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Two Blocks From Depot
Owe Block West of Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Avs,

His Filend

the West

Large Sample
Boom for
Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

ever."

in

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

' The Reason.
"In this play of yours," the critic
complained, "you have violated all the
rules governing dramatic art."
"Yes, I know it," replied the play
"That must be one of the
wright.
reasons why It is having such a long
run here and drawing better than

88

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
ATTRACTIVE DINING
KOOM-Go- od
EUROPEAN PLAN
Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs.

L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

A Meaning

She Knew His Tricks.
Jealous Thing.
"No, deary," he said, "I don't misa
see
Miss riainieigh
my new en the delayed spring. How can I when
gagement ring? Don't you think my my little robin, my little peach blosfiance showed excellent taste?
som, here with me all the time?"
Miss Ryval Oh, yes in the seleo
"That's quite enough of that,
tion of the ring.
George," said the peach blossom.
"Why, don't you speak up like a man
nd say you want to stay out alt
AMBIGUOUS.
liight?"
MODIFYING IT A LITTLE.

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Booms en suite with private bath an i phone.
FINS BAMPLE ROOM.

THOS.DORAN
Proprietor.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

RATES

C0R0NADO HOTEL
ONE OF THE 9 EST S10RT ORDER

IN THE CITY

RESTAURANTS

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

7 LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
,
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS
RATES 60ot
Every Room
LUPE
6.
HERRERA,
Prop.
ft Good One.
f 1,00 per day '

SOFT DRINKS
The feitowkf

Telephone Red 35 and

your orders delivered.

ire sufiestcd to tie thirsty as sonetting

cool

aoi hvttof

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW

:
COU, :: x
Qenuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
ROOTBEIR, KLONDIKE FIZZ,

All drinks

aadefroa

COCO

SANTA FE BOTTLING

BHRY OKI,
Proprietor.

WORKS

sgs:,

filtered water

Santa Fe Plumbing House
Corner Water

Vanderfeller
I am willing to pay
you most any price, If you only do me
good.
Dr. Bonton My dear sir; I'll do you
good, all right Of that you may rest

& Galisteo

Phone Black

Sts.

Plumbing, Heating

and Repairing

109.
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assured.

www
Room Enough.
Oh, do not slight
The "harem"; skirt.
It Isn't tight
Enough to hurt

Orville Fibbs I told your fatBffr
last night of the Immense amount of
money I have invested in various
stocks and bonds! ;; ;
f .
Overdoing It.
Miss Blllyunne Yes, he said yon
The new play didnt had been
Lobbyfounger
telling him soma capital
go very well, even for a first night. stones.
had
Man
it
No;
.(wearily)
Leading
fteen rehearsed so many times w all
cot tired of It
8uch la Fame.
Irkutsk Is far from anywhere.
But has a wide renown.

Because globe trotters all declare
Tla quit a wicked town.
The Burglar's Joke.
The soburban man peered through
the dim dining-rooand discovered
Tha Night Owls.
a burglar removing his silver service Oldbach Do you believe in heredi
from the buffet "Burglar!" be shout- tary influences?
ed at the top ot hi voice. "Burglar!
Youngpop Sure; now my baby Is
v.
.i
Burglarf"
wakeful at night; and J fully believe
"At your service, air," chuckled the It la Just because my wife always in
marauder as he dropped the silver sisted on sitting up and waiting for
war into a hag and vanished through M to coma homa.
a window, ; .j t ,,,, i, "

I

Transact a general ban Icing business In all Its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral jecurity. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money traasiuiting agency public ot private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or yeara' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments el livestock and. products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
'
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
solicited.
respectfully

insured.

;

Spanish-American-

J. B. READ,

PrwHcTrt,

Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Wells Fargo & Co. Express
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Express Forwarders
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All Parts of The World '
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Fargo Demotic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
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REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEORAPH

- JD. BARNES,

A5nt.
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MAY 4, 1911.

THURSpAY,

UNITED STATES BANK

f

CAPITAL 850,000.00

Author

manner s
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1
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I

'

Business

Does a General Banking

PAGE FIVE

M,

Hevenge.
see yci give IUinks an j
PERSONAL
Important part in this play. I thought '
you were cot good friends.
Manager That's all right. He gets'
.SPECIAL ATTENTION
' Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena of mobbed in the last act by a bunch of i
j
Las Vegas is at the Coronado hotel. Biipers.
'
"Hut that's all stage play."
C. G. McQuaida, a typewriter saleson
"Not this time. I have selected Remarkably low figures given
man of Chicago, is at tha Montezuma.
Willow fancy feathers, and a line
these
from
his
creditsupers
.among
a
J. W. Ridge,
furniture salesman
of flowers of hijjh grade for 10
of St. Louis, is at the Montezuma ors "Life.
i

TRUST CO.

&

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

Summer Dresses

;

FOR

;

hotel.

Hon. T. B. Catron hps returned
Lin
home from a trip to arrizozo,
coin county.
Harold H.. Brook, a well known lumber man of Buekmiin is at the' Montezuma hotel.
j
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero
left last night for El Paso to be gone
a few days.
'
Felix Chaves, a well known resident
of Buxton, San Miguel county, is at
the Coronado hotel.
Harold McGibbon has returned from
Albuquerque where he went with
Former Governor Otero.
County Commissioner J. A. Lucero '
of Santa Cruz, northern Santa Fe
county, is in the city.
Hyman Lowitzki, postmaster at
Park View, is visiting his mother, Mrs.
Lowitzki, who has been ill.
Evaristo Lucero left today for. Trinidad, Colorado, where tomorrow he
will take unto himself a. better half.
Sheriff Julius Meyer, left this
morning for Corona, on his way '.o
Indian Springs. Estancia Daily Herald.
M. M. Mikesell, president of th-Farmers' Development
Company at
Miami, near Springer, is at the Mon-tezuma hotel.
Miss Helen Rapp, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs I. H. Rapp, has returned
from Las Vegas, where she visited

Your Patronage Solicited
B: LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN.

I'

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

INSURANCE
Boiler)

1

it

Real Estate

'I

(City

I

Property-Ranch-

etc. Renting)

es

Surety Bonds

I

0.
Offices

San Francisco St.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico

ould
life.
Children particular!)
brings with it a desire for the outdoor
SULKIES
CHILDREN
in
can
our
and
of
they
spring
enjoy the pleasures
which are light, durable and just suited to give the babes an outing.
Call to see them, please, and lso take a peep at our Library Tables,
Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, all just received.

EMBALMERS

EXPERT

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Espanola, Pojoaque, Tesuque
Valley Fruit

We offer investments

Alfalfa Lands

&

that

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty;

are INVESTMENTS

&

Insurance Agency.

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Phone Black No. 52,

i
i

I
u
l

i
i
i

i
i

WITH THE ARRIVAL OF SPRING ZEPHYRS, LOW CUT SHOES
ARE IN GREAT DEMAND

that "it is a fit feat to fit feet" but this feat is
Call and see the spring stock
at
store.
our
plished
It has been said

$

-

BRAND

ACORN

!

1

&

$12.00

Munsons Sun and Tubproof

$5.00 up
$1.50 up
75c to $2.00
Dressing Sacques
Short Silk Kimonas
$3.50
Long Silk Kimonas
$5.00
Long Crepe Kimonas
$1.65 to $2.50
Kaki Walking Skirts
$2.00
Tan Linen Walking Skirts
$3.00
White Rep Skirls
$2.50
Gingham Dresses
House Dresses

2

,

$8.00

Linen Crash Suits

iL

'

j

j

j

Warrant

Superintendent's

County

New-Nobby-Styli-

50 In Book. 35c.

and Snappy

sh

I

Poll Tax Receipt. SO In Book. 25c
Poll Books for City Election.
3j
pages, 50c.
ol
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
j
full sheet,
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
fuii sheet
Applicant,
Deposition of Witness.
sheeu
Final Proof.
sheet
j
Contest Notice,
sheet
t oueet.
Yearly Proof.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,

Prices

Surprise Everybody

:

WE SET THE PACE

i

2

!
i

1-- 2

2

W1T0WD&G0.

1

2

sheet

Affidavit of Contest Against
C2S,
sheet
Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final
'froo-- t
'toWGL Ibuojuppv
jeans
sheet
proof,
320 Homestead
12.
Entry,
jLeei.
Are
did
JinksHow
they happen to
sheot.
Relinquishment,
that new stenographer? I though!
sheet
she was a hard worker?
Township Plats,
Binks So did the boss, until he
Township Plats, full sheet
sheet.
discovered she was practicing her piCommitment
ano exercise on the typewriter.
Poll Book, for Town Election,
pages, iOc.
Poll Books. Election of School D1T
Shy.
"Gustave's letters to me are exceed- rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English. 20c,
ingly dull and commonplace," said one 30c and 40c.
fair girl.
"Don't you know why?" responded
2

j-- x

2

;

2

4

in Albuquerque
M. K. Edwards, an attorney of Den
ver, is at the Montezuma. Mr. Ed
wards is representing the purchasers
of the Lake Charrette project at
Springer and is here to attend to some
business connected with it.
W. B. Meeker, who for the last
eleven months has been an operator
and ticket agent at the Santa Fe depot, left last evening for Las Vegas,
having resigned his position here.
Dr. and Mrs. E. McQueen Gray and
Miss May Ross of the University of
New Mexico at Albuquerque, will ar
rive on Saturday noon and will ' be
guests of Governor and Mrs. Mills at
the Executive Mansion until Monday.
Bayard Cutting, who has been visiting his cousin, Bronson M. Cutting
here, left yesterday afternoon for his
home in New York going via Menphis,
Tenn. Mr. Cutting spent only a few
days here but he was greatly pleased
with Santa Fe which he had never be-

Santa Fe

New Line

I

consult with the territorial engineer
and the Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce, returned yesterday to his home

&

&

'

k

Union county, who were in Santa Fe attending the Woodmen's convention, left for their homes today.
H. B.
Immigration Commissioner
Hening, who was here yesterday to

FURNITURE CO.

AKERS-WAGN- ER

MISS A. MUGLER

friend a,.
C. i Hortenstein, who is mayor of
Springer, Colfax county, is here on.
irrigation matters before the territorial engineer.
L. B. Prince is a guest
at the home of
Herbert
J. Hagerman at Roswell, while attending the Episcopal convocation.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Macy of Amis-tad- ,

SPRING

House and Street

j
Unappreciated.
"Me latest trouble," said Plodfiisfl
Pete, "arose from mistaken kindness."
"You didn't give me none of tbn
mon- - j
money you got for your hard-lucoiogue last week," protested MeanBLANKS
dering Mike.
"No. liut I saw a lonely policeman
Printed and foi sale ny New Men-at three o'clock in the morning an' can
Printing Company. Santa Fe, N.
tried to cheer him up by siugin' 'He's
Mex.
"
a Jolly Good Fellow.'
Butchers' Bcmi. V2
U
Sheriffs'
Report of L
censes.
sh
A Quick Decision.
Court Reports, j
New Mt'ilci
"I have a new play, entitled 'Conler, fC.Gu a vol- gress,' " said the enthusiastic dramafc Nofc. 1 and 2
1st.
iimn; 3 to 12 indue... $3.30 each;
"It won't do," replied the veteran
Mcne
Digest of New Mexico he-- ;
manager. "You couldn't
make it ports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 2oc.
Retail Liquor License. 0 ir Book,!
properly realistic without having toe
much dialogue and not enough action.1 23.00.
General License. 60 In Book, $3.10.
Nos. 13 and 14. 22.70 each. Postanal
ALWAYS BUSY.
j
25c each.
Notification ol Change ia Asaaus-- j
Bent Uy Ausessor, 100 In Book. $3.75.
Assessor's Notice ot Assessment,
100 in Book. 75c
j

3

C. WATSON & CO.

Call and be convinced.

days.

j

FOOD

BREAKFAST

A NEW

j

4

A

y

Crisp Wholesome Food

;

Ihe

g
,

other.
'

"No."
"Gustave
Of

READY-TOEA-

a

breach-of-promis-

once served on the jury
e

Kookt-Ot- e
is a crisp, flaky food to he poured out of the box into the
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, Dut is roucn better
than other flaked foods could possibly be.
X
Kookt-Otis far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
e

delightful.
All of us know that oats is the world's standard for real nourish-men- t
and Kookt-Otrepresents the best form of oats that has ever

& PURITY" J

; "QUALITY

T

e

case."

oeen produced.

Contradictory Statements.
Editor In your story of the Are you
refer to the chief as 'our invincible
old Are aghter.'"
Reporter Yes, sir.
Editor And yet in your next paragraph you say that he was "licked by
;
the flames."
'

x

Try a Package

Arkansas Strawberries

"ALWAYS
RELIABLE"

KAUNE

H. S.

i

& CO.

it

Proficiency Recognized.

The German music teacher was eni
fore visited.
to be polite, yet truthful.
"John W. Collier, sergeant of the deavoring
"Of course," he said, "your daughter
Mounted Police, came in from Clovis
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
yet read notes very good and
la3t evening, 'where he has been in- doesn't
She strikes der wrong keys occasionvestigating the shooting of Gardner, ally. But," he added with enthusithe constable at Taiban.
Gardner
PONGEES AND FOULARDS
"she plays' 3er rest fine."
was still living when Collier left, asm,
and has a fair show of recovery."
Estancia NewB.
Depressing Discovery.
In Pon trees we have the Silk. Cotton nnd Mercerized.
Also for vour
"Did you learn anything while yoa
Miss Helen Rapp, who had been
Waists and Gowns, we have
here visiting at the home of D. T. were in the east?" asked Piute Pete.
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
Hoskins, returned this afternoon to "I should say I did," repliled Bronher home in Santa Fe. She accom cho Bob. "I went to a cowboy play
EVERYTHING
out that the costumes and
panics Major R. C. Rankin, assistant and found
Could
You
Possible
Desire. See Our Stock.
we
fellows are using out hen
territorial traveling auditor, who went dialect
BUTT BROS. CO.J
to the capital on an official business are all wrong."
visit Las Vegas Optic.
DRUGGISTS
EL T. Bidwell, a real estate man of
POOR MAN.
West Side Plaza
Kinsley, Kansas, is at the Montezuma.
Phone Red 161
With him is Dr. A. L. Bennett of
A
Kansas. Mr. Bidwell and Dr.
Bennett have purchased the Lake
Charette project near Colmor and
are here to make the final arrange
ments to take possession of the prop! Come down and look at him in our window.
He is known and sold the j
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
erty.
A
lit
.
.....
u
i
wuriu uer lur
a iicn uuc iiicuiumaiiiLc
Richard Gutterman of this city, who
v
y
j.au.
has been in the Santa Fe signal servSIGN WRITING
ROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS
ice at Raton, has returned to this
i
Champagne, Wine & Water Glasses Water Pitchers etc
First Class Work Guaranteed
city, and taken the place of W. B.
Meeker at the Santa Fe depot as tick'1 Reliable Jeweler
et agent, Meeker; having been trans
&8KSC
&
m
7
ferred to Wagon Mound, Mora county.
s
PAUL P. LACASSAQNE
Mr. Gutterman returns because his
mother intends leaving this month tor Henpeck was once a bachelor gay
309 San Francisco
free;
Germany to Bpend three months) at Tho' married, he's happy and
Street
own
his
have
can
Tor he
way.
always
i
,
her old home.
his wife tells him what It
When
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Conwayic-companie:
.shall-be.- ,..
by Mrs. Dora I.. Stewart;
Mrs. Conway's aunt, of Arkansas City,
WE ARE NOW READY TO
Kansas, will leave
morning for
the Pajarito park cliff dwellings,
where they will enjoy a three days!
'(Old Sparks Ranch)
outing exploring among the ancient
ruins. They will travel overland, and
camp out during their stay On their
PRICES-AS- K
Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
FOR THEM
INTRODUCTORY
return they will go on a fisit to BTl
Best of Food
Best of Beds
F. Pankey's ranch on the San Cristc-v-al
CARDS AND NOVELTIES
grant, and here they will explore
Cold Pure Spring Water
i
Id the Tano Pueblo Indian ruins. Mrs.
No Invalids
$15 a Week
Stewart is delighted with Santa Fe
Fe
Curio
and surrounding eouhtry, and declaMora
Pecos and
Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
res that the climate cannot be equaled
Write Pecos
anywhere else
Telegraph Glorieta

j BETTER
FOR

LESS:

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

:- -:

JOHN PFLUEGER.

Nick-erso-

jfc

I

Have You Seen BIG BEN?
., :.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For' hire at popular prices Buggies and saddle horses.
CORRICK'S

HACK

THEODORE CORRICK,
LINE'
Phone Blacfc 132.

Prop.

H T. YONTZ.

..

Home Investment $100 to $1500
8 pier cent.

;

d

THE VAUGHAN RANCH

In-th- e

The La Joya Land & Irrigation Company owns 45,000 acres of land in
he Rio Grande Valley in Rio Arriba County. It wishes to raise 120,000 to
construct a high line ditch on Its own property; and to distribute this
Joan, it issues bonds of $100 and $1,000, payable in 3 years, with interest coupons, at 8 per cent.
This is a solid Home Investment, secured by first mortgage on the
entire property, as safe as a government bond, and drawing heavy interest.
ii you buy now, youget the coupon for the whole six months Interest
from Jan. 1. Issued at par.
Apply to L. BRADFORD

PRINCE, Santa Fe.

';.

'

WIRE

FOR!'

UP

THOSE

DARK

DAY

AND

PLACES

r.y
Electric Irons That Stay Hot
.v"

;

,

Electric Toasters

Water ' Heaters and Percolater

Frame Your Pictures
Trail

Santa

SERVICE
SOLE AGENTS

t

Santa Fe Water and Light Company

Company

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric
.

I
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U
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Honored by Women

FLASHES

When a woman speiks of her
silent secret suffering she
trusts you. Millions have bestowed this mark ot confidence on Dr. It. V. Pierce,

It's Differert Here.

The phrase "contempt of court"
IVMf
quite evidently has bue little meanof Buffalo, N. Y.
EveryWhen?
last.
In this country were
Knowing what would be the ing in Italy.
where there are women who
MEXICO.
NEW
RATON
The old question of sixty years' inevitable result, the committee mem- a man to throw his glass eye at the I
GENERAL OFFICES
bear witness to the wonderr
of Dr.
working,
standing, and yet like the "sweetest bers and the delegation itself dared judge he would likely go blind the
lit
1910
(Head
1st
Up)
Pierce's Favorite Prescription
la effect Sept,
(Read Down)
story ever told" as new and fresh not breathe a wora of their plans be- rest of his days. And as for cussing
which
saves the suffering sex
20
STATION.
19
1
that is all left to the attorneys on
Miles
today as it was in the middle of the fore going to Washington.
from fain, aod successfully
such
is
music
and
of
side
It
last
his
the
Raton
of
we
some
century.
Range.
heard
these
Haven't
pond.
a
m,
grapples with woman's weak
p ui
4 00
Lv Pes Moines. N. M .Ar:
7 30
0
music still hath charms (notice how same gentlemen
nesses and stubborn ills.
about
3 50
declaiming
Huinuldo....
4
7 40
3 30
the old habit clings to one "hath?") "gang rule" in New Mexico? AlbuStatehood Will Not Affect Crops.
edman
05
11
3 15
IT MAKES WEAK WOHEN STRONG
16
I'upullu
s 20
to be 'now" is querque Morning Journal.
"when"
But whether we are given state
The
3 05
ought
33
20
Vigil
2 45
IT HAKES SICK WOMEN WELL.
8 50
advices
now
to
the
latest
hood
or
this
statehood
25
..
Thompson
next,
according
year
2 25
Cumitnirham
10
31
...
a
sure
is
from
1
knockers
It
farm
can
55
the
A
on
thing
Horizon.
Cloud
Washington.
the
No woman's appeal was ever misdirected or her conhardly keep
9 35
42
...Clifton House N.M
1 30
I.v
Raton. N. M
10 00
&r
49
fidence misplaced when she wrote for advice, to
that if Congress is not figuring on
Some very kind remarks are being ers of eastern New Mexco from mak
10 15
0
t,v
Kutoii, N.M
the
2 30
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr.
granting statehood to the two terri- made about the constitution of Ariz- ing an extraordinary big crop, even
9 43
7
.Clifton House N" M.-2 47
R. V. Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y.
tories then it is wasting much val- ona and New Mexico in the Short Bal- though they can keep them out'n the
9 32
Weston
48
3 07
Dr. Pierce's Pleaunt PelleU Induce mild natural bowel
8 55
65
uable time in tooling with a chimera; lot Bulletin, the official publication of Union.
Koehler Junction.
We've got the soil and the
3 45
movement once a day.
9 05
I' 3 35
2
.Koehler..
and perhaps It has occurred to many the short ballot organization of which best spring season in the history of
8 20
... l;t!olfax
8
4 15
that the present Congress cannot af- Woodrow Wilson is president. Under the country and our farmers arn't
8 02
CVrrososo
76
4 43
I.vi 7 45
ford to monkey with chimeras that the heading of "The New States Go the kind to balk on the failure of a a fire has been burning constantly
82
..Cimarron
Ar.
5 00
Gallegos, Juan D.
6 35
LvAr
Cimarron
6 10
It takes for two years. About half of the pile
may become sure 'miff ghosts at next Wrong'' appears the following edi- little thing like statehooa.
6 27
.. .ash
Griffin, J. L. (5)
M
5 18
6 17
8
Harlan
5 2S
The when is now Raton torial.
election.
something like two or three years has been consumed.
Gray, Walter
Smoke emen-atin6 00
94
Ar
Ute Park, N.M... I.v
6 45
j.
t.i make a Quay county farmer holler.
Daily Range.
Gordon, Mrs. Anna
pm
p ill
from apertures in the remain"When the constitutional convenPioneer News.
Johnson, G. W. (2)
der of the pile may been seen at all
tions of Arizona and New Mexico beAll On the Q. T.
lOonnect? ai Colfax with. E. P. A 8. W. Ry. train both North' and Soutb.3
Johns, Pauline
At
we were unable to place
times but no flames are visible.
gan
sitting,
It appears that the recent perform- personal representatives on the spot
SStage (or Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.M."
Hartley, W W.
the present rate of "incineration," it
Flirting Girls.
M... at 9:00 a. ra. dally excepj
N
N,
for
M.,
Ute
Kllzabetbtown,
leaves
Park,
Stage
ance of the Democratic delegation in and were obliged to content ourselves
Holden, Stella
We see in an old exchange where a will take two years longer to comuu one way S3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
Kare
fe
undsys,
Holmes, Mrs. L. W.
. fur the south at 11:11 p. ra. arrives from the Washington was decided upon at the with a long fire range of pamphlets fifteen year old girl in a neighbor- plete the job.
O. & 3. train leaves Dea Mcinea. N,
Lucero, Encarnacion
meeting of the executive committee and spit-tirletters to the delegates. hood town (surely it was not this
th at 4:38 a. m.
oi the party held in this city on April Our fatherly advice fell on deaf ears.
Langowski, Antone
who was in the habit of makcity)
no
has
San
Juan
saloons,
county
10
r. m WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
Z. G. DEDMAN,
Montoya, Damasio
The proposed new constitutions fol- ing the trains and flirting with the but it has one
The
latter
distillery.
G. P. A sent.
V. P. & G. M.,
Muller, Adela
This was a secret session it will be low the old fashioned long ballot tangle- trainmen, succeeded recently in landSuperintendent.
began operation last summer, public
Mason, J. S. (M. D. )
to
remembered. All attempts to secure -foot
the
ilmit.
a
consented
She
beau.
principles
ing
gaily
sentiment to the contrary notwith
Millet, Claudie
information as to what the com"In the New Mexico constitution when he asked her to walk home Tenessee. A man named Fox from
Ortiz, Leandro
mittee did were met by the statement there is provision made for the elect- - with him. Her newly formed ac- Tenessee is the
It is
proprietor.
from the secretary that it was jon of
Quintana, Ana
to
to
led
asked
her
be
quaintance
said he snaps his fingers in the face
govenior lieutenant governor,
Padia, Emilio
"nothing of interest to the general Scrtary of state, state auditor, state her home, and arriving there holdly or' public sentiment and says: "What
Pearce, Joseph
Her mother came to are you going to do about me.
puouc, merely matters pertaining to treasureri attorney general, superin- - rang the bell.
I
Rivera, Cristobal
the statehood situation which the teudent of public Instruction
and the door and Mr. Traveling Man de- have the law on my side. You may
Rival, Juan Motoya
committee did not care to give out.
lecture something be the initiative but I'm the referenAll except- - livered a short
commissioner of lands.
'
Russel, Mary
"Nothing of interest to the general ing the last two are ineligible after like this: "Madam, here's your little dum, all right, and you may recall
Saiz, Inez
all points iH New Ma-ic- o,
The judges are also girl. I picked her up at the depot, me, nit. I'm f oxy, I am," ov words
public" and yet in carrying out the the first term.
a place where
Speer, B. C. (2)
instructions of this committee's star to be made elective,
girls of her, age to that effect.
Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
Sourth Ead Fort
should not go alone unless on busichamber session Mr. Fergusson be-- j
to
const
Arizona
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
the
"According
I have a daughter at home
Stark, Gu3
fore the house committee, stated that tutlon the following officers are elect-h- ness.
The fellow down near Albuquerque
I am Who stole a few
In
''reflected the wishes of New Mex- - iv,. goV1.nori Mcretary of state, about the age of this one.
calling for these letters please
sheep and a turque.
ic0-state whether "advertised" or net.
Has failed to get bail,
state auditor, state treasurer, attor- away i'ro.n home a good deal and
don't know for certain whether my
E. C. Burke, Postmaster.
And now he's in jail.
When it comes to such an import-- J ney general aLd superintendent
THE
of
meets the trains and flirts His outlook's a little
mirror
ant function as holding the
bit murque.
ach of whom is daughter
public instruction,
with the trainmen and passenegrs or
Do You Have the Right Kind of Help?
up to public sentiment in New Mex- - j to hold office for a term of two
but if she does, I hope someico wouldn't you thinR it might be years.
The judges in this state are not,
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
Acted
Foley's
Kidney
Remedy
Quickly.
will
one
do
that which I have done
OR
kind of help to neutralize and
of some "interest to the general pub-- . also elective and representation in
right
M. N. George,
was
Ala.
Irondalo,
for you take her home to her moemove the poisons that cause back
the legislature Is by counties.
lie," to know about it beforehand?
bothered
trouble
for
with
kidney
ther." Raton Daily Range.
and
"In one county, at least, citizens
"I was persuaded to ache, headache, nervousness,
many years.
the people of Xew Mexico know what may find themselves obliged
other kidney and bladder ailments.
beto
and
try
Foley's
Remedy,
Kidney
The Iniquitous Wine Booth.
ROUTE
choose at a single election nine mem- fore taking it three days i could feel For sale by all druggists.
The March grand jury recommend
public in Washington? '
of
the
ieitiSatiiw
its beneficial effects.
The pain left
Drs
ed that saloons
and
When are you going to reflect the
It is rather surprising to note this should not allow persons restaurants
my back, my kidney action cleared
to occupy
I
wishes of the people, isn't it the part unfavorabe comment in such a pro- their
I
private rooms after 10 o'clock up and toam so much better do not
to take the people into gressive quarter.
of wisdom
r
If
the
recommend Foley Kidney
short
hesitate
at night.
For rates and full information address
confidence?
lot organisation withholds
its ap- For sale by all druggists.
The May grand jury might go one Remedy."
The cold fact of the matter is that proval of the Arizona constitution
a- p- - Agwt.
further
efand
step
recommend that
a number of members of the execu-- ; does this mean that Woodrow Wilson
LETTER LISr.
El Paso Texas.
this attack the patron saint of progressive Dem- forts be made to prohibit the sale of
tive committee planned
to minors in restaurants.
liquor
It
on statehood without the knowledge ocracy, is not satisfied
List of letters remaining uncalled
with the
is a violation of the law for women to
of their own party or any other party, work of the Phoenix convention?
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
enter
wine
but
rooms,
the law is M., for week ending April 29, 1911.
It was a secret move from first to Tucson Citizen.
evaded, if not violated, by these If not called for within two weeks
booths in restaurants, where young
they will be sent to the dead letter
girls, who should be home with
COTTON PLANTING AT
office at Washington.
at
night and in school durCARLSBAD ON WITH RUSH.
Anderson, Beatrice
ing the day, secure liquor.
Acuna, Rafelita N. de
Many a girl owes her downfall to
Palace.
First Cuting of Alfalfa is Progressing
Antonio, Maura
a first drink in one of these places,
H. B. Hening, Albuquerque; John O
Well. Reservoirs of Irrigation
Abeyta, Simon
and
A
there is nothing to prevent her
New York; Charles
Simmons,
Are Full.
Baca, P. S. de
Projects
getting it under the existing
con
Carruth, Antonito.
Barunmer, Francis
ditions.
Montezuma.
Bain, Helen (2)
Carlsbad, N. M., May 3, 1911.
Men who should devote their time
S. E. Aldridge, Roy;
Dr. Casner.
Claire Hotel
The cotton planting in the Carlsbad
City; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Brown, Project is going on with a rush and and attention to the aDolition of such
Chave3, Frank
City; J. W. Ridge, St. Louis; Mr. and will be completed in the next ten conditions encourage them by patronCassidy, J. W. (2)
Mrs. S. H. Moore. Monte Vista, Colo;
Lee Holland, who is superin- izing such restaurants and such pri- ' Daft, Lizzie
days.
USE THE
vate
Harold H. Brook, Buckman ; A. L.
Modern Woodmen
Farlow, Dr. Chas. D.
tending the planting of over 350 for booths, and there buying liquor
Gurley, Clovis; G. W. Sheppley, City; acres,
of
these
many
girls.
G.
Garcia, Julia
reports that he has 265 acres
A. C. Eubank,, C. P. Eubank, Colorado,
Each of the booths has a convenGabaldon, Gregorio
planted and that he expects to finish ient
Springs; C. F. Hortenstein. Springer; in a week or so.
button
push
connecting with
The earliest cotGalbom, Jose
C. E. Hartley, Springer; E. T. Bid- some
saloon. The bartender is sumAmerica
ton is coming up and the outlook is
Dr.
L.
A.
Ben
well, Kinsley, Kansas;
moned and told to bring two drinks.
MRS. POWELL ALMOST DEAD.
a
for
The
stand.
rain
last
perfect
Of course
nett, Nickerson, Kas; N. K. Edwards, week was a
he is not supposed to
Dry Ridge, Ky. "I could hardly
great benefit to cotton.
Denver; C. G. McQuaide, Chicago;
know that one of them is for the little walk across
first
The
of
alfalfa
the room," says Mrs.
is
procutting
R. C. Rankin, Z. W. Montague, Las
girl that accompanies the
well.
alfalfa
of Dry Ridge, "before
Lydia
gressing
Powell,
Big
SHORTEST LINE TO
growers
.1.
Philadel
B.
Brown,
Herbst,
Vegas;
like I. S. Osborne began cutting hay or bald headed man who occupies I tried Cardui. I was so poorly,
Santa Fe, N. M., May 3rd, 1911.
phia; W. M. Erwin, Clovis: M. N,
the
booth
with
her; his only interest was almost dead. Now, I can walk
Mikesell, Miami; J. T. Kough, St three weeks ago to meet the local U in selling the liquor to
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
whosoever four miles and do my work with
Much hay is being
Louis; L. Truitt, San Francisco; Mrs demand for hay.
will
I
sell
tickets from all points in New
it.
purchase
much more ease. I praise Cardui for
F. Wilson, Denver; M. W. Patsch, St baled and shipments will begin in a
The police ought to know that
Mexico to Santa Fe and return at one
few days.
is
at
Cardui
about
Is
sue
Hay
wonderful
cure."
selling
Mo.
my
Joseph.
these conditions exist, the city ad$12 on board cars.
cessful in benefiting sick woman, be and
fare for the round trip.
Many growers ministration
Coronado.
ought to know that they cause it is
to
let
the next cutting go to
of ingredients,
A. Sena. Las Vegas; Felix Chaves plan
composed
Dates of sale, April 30th, May 1st
seed.
It is likely that double the exist; practically everybody else that act specifically on the womanly
Buxton.
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONSAT
2nd. Return limit, May 5th, 1911.
and
amount of alfalfa seed will be raised knows it.
constitution,
headache,
relieving
Violations of the law
prohibiting backache, irregularity, misery and
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medi- this year after the satisfactory re- the sale of
liquor to minors, viola- distress.
cine.
They are healing, strengthen- sults last. year.
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION jDEPOT
Only a good medicine could
tion of the Sunday
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
closing and mid- see such continual increase in popuThe
of
Proreservoirs
Carlsbad
the
tonic.
act
and
They
ing, antiseptic
night
lead
to
closing,
It
are
prohibition.
still
full
with
all
60
sale
for
For
perfectly
the past
as Cardui has,
plant- is to the
by
druggists. ject
quickly.
Santa Fe, N. 1H.
of the liquor deal- larity
ing season more than half finished. er himself interest
years.
Try Cardui, the woman's
to
see
that
conthese
Superintendent L. E. Foster reports ditions
EXCHANGE PROFESSOR WILL
tonic.
are
.1
improved.
Paso
LECTURE AT ALBUQUERQUE. that the flow of water is holding ,up Herald.
well and it has not been necessary
It Will Be One of Features at Sun to draw heavily on the stored water
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
so far.
The heavy rain last week
mer School of University of New
CABOS
PROFESSIONAL
Off ce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M
Mexico.
helped the water supply and for some HERE
JIND THERE AND YONDERdays the farmers did not do any irriHOLT
SUTHERLAND
&
One of the most pleasing univer- gating.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Attorneys-at-LaThe new road to the
plains is
announcements made for some
sity
Practice in tje Distri t Court as
Public spirited
completion.
nearing
PAUL A. F. WALTER
made
is
that
Chama is the
time
public yesterday citizens like C. H.
town of imwell as before the Supreme Court of
MeLenathan, C. M. portance in Newhighest
Attorney-at-LaK. McQueen Gray, to the
Mexico both in
President
by
the
A.
J. Crawford, J. R. Joyce, R.
Cooks,
territory.
Mexice
New
Santa Fe,
point of altitude and livery hire. It
Las Cruces,
New Mexico. effect that Dr. Robert Oehme of the M. Thorne, C. M. Richards
SAN FRANCISCO,
5AN DIEGO,
M. S.
is nearly a thousand feet higher than
Groves
and
others
Gerhave
an
Derworked
of
eminent
Berlin,
University
Santa
LOS
Fe.
WILLIAM McKEAN
OAKLAND,
ANGELES,
PROBERT & COMPANY
man scholar, will deliver a series of sistently for nearly two years to ac- - j
Attorney-at-LaInvestments
May, 12, 13, 14,
May, 12, 13, 14, .
They
lectures and instruct students at the compnsn tni3 improvement.
The fruit in the San Juan valley is
Mining and Land Law.
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
have raised several thousand dollars
school
of
summer
the
of
University
Mexico.
New
safe
at
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Xaos,
present spelling
Money Loaned for Investors
New Mexico this summer.
Dr. by private subscription for the work. trusting there may be no unore
spells.
We have for sale general stocks of Oehme's
The county and Territory have been
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Germanic
the
specialty
C. W. G. WARD
in
Merchandise Retail Lumber Yard
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the
work.
Good
The
SAN FRANCISCO,
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On the front of a
languages and literature and he will Commission
Territorial District Attorn y
building in Duran
and other Business Opportunities devote
has had charge of the is the
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durhimself
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subjects
Counties
Mora
and
San
For
Miguel
following alarming statement: r One
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way via Portland or Seattle. May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, & 31
Dr. Oehme construction, Engineer J. W. Lewis "Hill Bros hides
ing the summer term.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
proposed amendment as djti Indian:!,
Iowa, Nevada, New Jersev. New York
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Virginia, end
Wisconsin. In other words, after it
has passed one legislature the fact
must be entered on the journal, then
be taken up and passed by the next
legislature before the people have
the right to vote. Others are more
strict. For instance, Delaware requires that the first legislature shall
pass the resolution by a two third-vote and that after the people have
ratified it, it must be approved by a
three-fourth- s
vote of the legislature
next in session. Florida and Georgia
s
vote of two sucrequire a
cessive legislatures before admisSouth Carolina reouires
sion.
vote for submission and
vote of the legislature after it
'

THE FORUM
The provision of tha
Easy of Amend- of this state.
ment, Compared with Those of state requires that the proposed
Other States.
amendment shall be approved,
by
At this time there a number of. forty per cent of the electors,
but
New Mexico gentlemen at Washing- by a majority of all of those voting
ton whose purposes seem to be t.'e at the election.
The ' difficulty of
One
alleged
of
statehood.
such
a constitution lie' In
delaying
amending
reason which these gentlemen give the fact that is nearly impossibls
for opposing the constitution lately to get a majority of the voters sum
adopted by the people of the terri- ciently interested in even a good amtory is that it is difficult of amend- endment to take the trouble to vote
It is very noticable, how- for it. It is true that Oklahoma has
ment
ever, that, in their speeches and ar once succeeded in adopting an amendguments, they Tefrain from compar- ment, disfranchising the negroes, but
ing it with the constitution of othc this was accomplished by the legislastates.
They do not say that it is ture having printed on the ballots
more difficult to amend than to or- the words, "For the Amendment," so
They do no that anyone who was opposed to the
ganize laws generally.
take the people into their confidence amendment must not only write in
and tell them what other states the words "Against the Amendment."
have thought wise in this connection. but erase the other printed words.
It might be well to place before ta-- Every careless voter thus voted for
people of New Mexico the facts :n the proposed amendment.
regard to the provisions made f r
There are a large number of states
the amendment of the various consti- that
a majority of all the
tutions and let them make the com- votes require
cast.
Among them are the
parison.
Arkansas, Illifollowing: Alabama,
To submit an amendment to the nois, Louisiana, Maryland, Minnesota,
New Mexico constitution
requires Mississippi, Nebraska, Ohio, Tenness
vote of all the members see, Texas and Oklahoma.
While
elected to each branch of the legisla- Rhode Island requires the ratification
provided, by three-fifth- s
of the electors.
ture, voting separately,
however, that the first regular sesSo far as the submission of amend
sion held after the expiration of two ments are concerned
practically all
years from the time the constitution of the states have more stripgent
into
effect
and each eight
goes
than the proposed constiyears thereafter a majority may sub- tution of New Mexico.
Our provismit amendments.
Proposed amend- ion enables
fourth legts'ature
ments must be ratified by a majority to submit by every
a majority vote of both
of the electors voting thereon pros
and a
vote a: other
houses,
vided that the affirmative vote be times. The
states require
following
equal to forty per cent of all votes a
s
vote all the lime: Alacast at the election and in at least bama, Colorado,
Illiios, Kansas,
f
of the counties.
MissLouisiana, Montana, Mlshij-iThis provision is not more strin- issippi, North Carolina, Texas, Utah,
gent than that of a large number of .West Virginia, Wyoming, and Wasthe states, and is much less so than hington.
While Maryland Nebraska
that ot most. The New Mexico con- and Ohio require three-fifthof both
stitution is much easier of amend- houses. But the provisions of these
ment than that of Oklahoma, the j states are mild compared with some.
home of Senator Owen, distinguished California requires a maiorUy of two
for his opposition to the admission 'successive legislatures to submit a
Our Constitution,

it

CRACK SPRINTER QUITS PENNSYLVANIA

has

been

approved

by

the

Newspaper advertising is the greatof all mediums for bringing tho
news of the store into the home,
according to E. S. Wells, Jr., advertising manager of the Chicago Laily
News, in a talk before the Advertisers'
club of .Milwaukee the other day.
Mr. Wells said that first of all tha
merchant wanted some advertlsiug
medium that was timely. The newspaper can be used to suit the conditions of the moment, whether they ua
those of the weather or those arising
through important happenings or
other circumstances, he said. The
newspaper, too, he said, reached the
family circle, where the needs of the
family were discussed and where tho
subject of finances to meet these
needs was talked over.
Mr. Wells mentioned various in
stances where newspaper advertising
had accomplished wonderful results.
He pointed out that advertising must
be continuous.
"One blow of the hammer," he said,
"does not drive the nail into the place
where it is needed."
He emphasized importance of the
classified columns of a newspaper,
pointing out that It was in these columns that "great needs were expressed in few words."
Department stores were cited as being the shrewdest buyers of space,
and the fact that they made their an-

people.
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Raton,

L. S. WILSON.
New Mexico, May 2, 1911.

Tex Ramsdell, Intercollegiate Champion.
Tex Ramsdell, the Intercollegiate
champion sprinter of the University
of Pennsylvania and
foot
ball player, announced that because'
of an altercation with the faculty athletic committee over his eligibility, he
never would again compete for Pennsylvania In athletics. The question of
eligibility arose over Ramsdell's win
ALTiZER

TO

PLAY

Bony Veteran Is Figured

AT SHORT
In

the

"Come-Back-

"

Class With Every Indication of Permanence.

ning of a race in his freshman year at
the University of Texas.
Kansas Boy Wins In Oxford Games.
In the varsity sports at Oxford the
other day George E. Putnam, Rhodes
scholar from Ottawa, Kan., won the
hammer throw with a mark of 143 feet,
two inches.
I

OTTAWA IN HENLEY REGATTA
Canada's Entry Conceded More Than
Ordinary Chance of Winning
English Sculling Classio.

It looks as if David Altizer, the bony
veteran whom the Cincinnati Reds
yanked up from the minor league
wastebasket, would start the 1911 season with a lot pf responsibility on his
hands. It isn't to be a case of a try-owith Davy. He won't have to
compete for the shortstop's job with
several other eager Chinamen, all
He's to go to
younger than himself.
the task at rollcall and stay there all
season.
The turning down of both Corcoran
and Downey, good and capable shortstops, and especially the fact that they

i

ALLISON MISSION SCHOOL.
Exercises Were Held Last

Where Commencement

Toledo, 9; Kansas, City,

National League.
W.

Philadelphia
New York
Pittsburg

13
10
9

Chicago

10

Cincinnati
Boston
St. Louis
Brooklyn

. .

...

Pet

4

.762
.667
.643
.625
.364
.333
.273
.250

5

6
7
12

4
5
3

.

L.
5

,

8

4

12

W. L. Pet

16

New York

2
6
8
8
8
8
11
13

8
8
7
7
7
7
7

Boston
Washington
Chicago

Philadelphia
Cleveland
St. Louis

.889
.571
.500
.467
.467
.467
.389
.235

Western League.

...

Sioux City

Omaha
Wichita ...
Lincoln ...
St. Joseph .

'...;.

W.

L.

Pet

8
8
6
5
5

3
4x
2
4
6
5
7

.727
.667
.750

... ..... .....4
....
3

Denver,
Topeka ...
Des Moines

...

2

55G

.455
.444
.300
.167

10

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
National League.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
New York at Boston.
St. Louis at Pittsburg.
Cincinnati at Chicago.
American League.
Chicago at Cleveland.
Detroit at St. Louis.
.

Philadelphia at Washington.
Boston at New York.
YESTERDAY'S

GAMES.

National League.
Boston, 4; Philadelphia, 3.
Chicago, 6; Cincinnati, 2.
Pittsburg, 8; St. Louis, 4.
New York, 3; Brooklyn, 0.
American League.

Detroit, 5; St. Louis, 2.
Philadelphia, 13; New York,

4.

Cleveland, 8; Chicago, 7.
Boston, 6; Washington, 3.
'r.i:..

.'

American Association.
Indianapolis, 1; Milwaukee,

St Paul,

Louisville,

1;

Columubs,

8; MIneapolis,

3.

Coast League.
San Francisco, 4; Los Angeles,

Sacramento,

1;

Oakland,

9

9.

Southern League.
Montgomery, 6; Mobile, 0.
Atlanta, 9ffi Memphis, 1.
Birmingham, 1; New Orleans,

Nashville,

2;

6.

;

3.

9.

.

Williams,

Mirs

7;

Chattanooga,
Princeton,

usiayea Ceremwy:
Well, there is one thing I can
man never wastes all the time
a woman does putting on his hat.
Jeanette Oh, I don't know. Did you
ever notice a man putting on his hat
in the vestibule while he bids his
fiancee "good night?" Sometimes he
takes an hour.

Jack
say a

7.

The Diagnosis,

j

j

j
j

College Baseball.

American League.

Detroit

7.

Western League.
Des Moines, 4; St. Joseph,
Sioux City, 5; Omaha, 2.

STANDING OF THE TEAMS

Evening.

0.

"I can't imagine what is the matter
with my daughter," said the anxious
mother. "She mopes around all day,
and seems to be eating her heart
out '
"Eating her heart out, eh?" inter.
rupted the doctor1. "If that's the case,
she evidently has indigestion."

EGYTIADES ILL;
OTHERS WILL SING.

Friendly Verdict.
"Say," queried the indignant artist
after he had gone over the entire art
exhibition, "why didn't the committee
Audience
Large
Expected for Dr. bang my canvas?"
Gray's Lecture on Macbeth Sat"I believe," replied the man in
urday Night in Library HallP1
charge,, "they decided that hanging
was too good for k."
R. F. Asplund has received word
from Dr. E. McQueen Grav.
SPOILED,
of the University of New Mexico,
that he regrets very much that Miss
Egytiades, owing' to a severe cold,
will be unable to accompany him
here Saturday to sing at Library
Hall, at the last of the lectures
in, the series given in the University
Extension Course.

Miss Egyptiades is from Naples,
Italy, although her name sounds
Grecian and she is said to posses a
splendid soprano voice. Santa
aus will be sorry not to hear her.
Dr. Gray will lecture on Macbeth
Saturday night, beelnnins: at 8
o'clock , (these 7:30 lectures do not
seem popular) and Miss Ross of AlBiggs Walter, this steak is too
buquerque will recite.
The Ladies tough to cut. Take it back.
Walter Sorry, sir, but I can't;
Quartette of this city will sing, and
bent it
a large audience will
likely attend you've
this, the final lecture of the series.
The Reason,
Tla said the bustle's coming back,
KANSAS WOMAN HELPLE88
Bufrwe won't talk of it, alack;
Wink It wrong to talk of things
Lawrence, Kas. Mr. J. P. Stone, We
A woman wear? behind her back.
of this city. save. "MV wtfo mtt.
for ten years from womanly troubles,
'
Same Old Vintage.
uunng two years of which she was
New Arrival How are the summer
She wna v. iuvU girls down at this resort, old man?
totally helpless.
i
by many physicians, some of whom Any new ones?
Landlord No, the same peaches
gave ner up to die. Finally she began to take Cardul, and since then that were here in '97.
New Arrival '97? Great Scott!
has greatly improved in health. The
tonic, strengthening, and restorative They must be preserved peaches by
effects of Cardul, the woman's tonic, this time.
on the womanly constitution, an th
The Humorous Grind.
most valuable qualities of this popu
"I suppose it is pretty hard to origlar meaicine. uaraui acta specifical- inate anything in the
way of a Joke."
ly on the womanly constitution Hair
"Yes," admitted the press humorist,
v a century of success proves that Car "about
the best we can do is to put an
dul will do all that
claimed for it old anecdote Into a new style of
Try it for your trouble. .

WAN
FOR SALE

est

Tennessee requires that the first
legislature pass the resolution by
a majority and the second legislature
s
vote before being subby a
mitted to the electorate.
ill study the proAny one who
visions for the amendment of the
different constitutions' will find that,
on the whole, the proposed constitution of New Mexico is easier of amendment than that of any of the
other states, except perhaps Missouri.
It will be found that where one instrument requires a mere majority of
those electors voting on the proposition, that it will be usually offset by
a more stringent requirement in regard to submission. Also where submission is easy there is usually a re'
quirement for a majority of all t'.ie
votes cast at the election.
This is
found in such states as Arkansas.
Maryland, Minnesota, Nebraska, ant'.
Ohio.
By making a research one w ill soon
convince himself that instead of tae
proposed constitution being difficult
of amendment it is actually one of a
half dozen easy of revision.
It is
significant that the gentlemen who
are so ready to criticize it, have
never had the temerity to compare
with the organic laws of other states.
Why they have refrained from doing
so is evident.
Can all of these gentlemen be ignorant of the facts?

.

TAKES STORE NEWS TO HOMES
Newepaper Is Greatest Medium for
Such Advertising, E. S. Wells, Jr,
Tells Milwaukee Ad. Men.

J
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WANTED Two or three cicely furnished rooms for housekeeping. Must
be nice. Address A 12, care New
Mexican.
STItAYKD OR
STOLEN Large
black mare, branded "R. G.," wart in
right ear, about 1.200 pounds. Liberal reward.
Address, liox 177, Santa
V. N. M.

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New

liiutrui

i

lUi IU3UCU.

JUUUOUB

aDQ

BUp- -

plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes bandied.
All r?piilr work and
typewriters guar- anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-change. I'hone 231.

FRATERNAL

SOGIETJESS1

MASONIC
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
communiRegular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall
at

nouncements in the form of commercial news and the quick response
7.30.
made to this by newspaper readers
H. II. DORMAX,
showed their patrons consider this advertising. The response of the public, CHAS. E.
IJXXEV, Secretary.
however, according to Mr. Wells, was
only the first step in having the advertisement bring the desired results, as
Santa Fe Chapter No.
It depended upon the clerks, store pol1. R. A. M. Regular
convocation
icy and the general enthusiasm mansecond
ifested in the sale as to whether the
Monday of each moHth
at Masonic Hall at
original announcement was productive
of the desired result.
7:30 p. m.
By statistics gathered from 54
JOHN H. WALKER,
leading newspapers, it was shown that
H. P.
wonnewspaper advertising had made
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
derful strides In the last .few years,
the 54 papers mentioned showing an
Santa Fe Commandery
increase in business in one year of
No. 1, K. T. Regular
over 30,000,000 lines.
conclave fourth Mon"Primitive man," said Mr. Wells
day in each month at
"could reach only to his arm's length.
Masonic Hall at 7:30
Later, the bow and arrow increased
P. m.
that reach to about 100 feet. The
CHAS. A. WHEELOX, E. C.
modern gun again increased that, but
advertising enables him to encircle W. E. GRIFFIN, uecorder.
the globe."
Santa Fe Lodge of
One Way to Advertise.
Perfection No. 1, 14th
A man went into the office of the
degree. Ancient and Accomptroller of the currency in Washcepted Scottish Rite of
ington last week, thoroughly mad, beFree Masonrv meets on
cause he had received in his mail a the third Monday of each month
perfectly good check to his order, at 7:30 o'clock in the
in
drawn on a real bank, for real money. Masonic Hall, south sideevening
He wanted to know if there wasn't Visiting Scotish Rite Masonsof Plaza.
are cor"some way to stop this thing."
invited to attend.
The officers of the department told dially
S. SPITZ, 3$
him there was not; that anybody who
Venerable Master.
had money in a bank had a right to
draw checks against it payable to any- HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.
body at his pleasure.
The bank on vbich the check was
B. P. O. E.
drawn was fairly burfed Knder literalSanta Fe Lodge No.
ly bushels of other checks of the same
sort which people brought in to be
460, B. P. O. E. holds
its regular session on
cashed. The man who drew the
the second and fourth
checks has a considerable
account
with the bank, which explains why
Wednesday of each
the bank officers dissembled their real
month. Visiting brothers are invited and
feelings.
The checks were for five cente each
welcome.
and went through the mail to hunA. J. FISCHER,
dreds of Washington people with a re- J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler,
quest to "spend his nickel for carSecretary,
fare" and visit the giver's place of
business. Commercial Uniori.

'''

Backed by the title of International
Senior eight-oarerowing champions
of America, the Ottawa eight, Canada's entry for the Royal Henley next
summer, is conceded more than an
ordinary chance of winning the famous English sculling classic. The
contest will bring out one thing if
nothing more, and that is. Just where
the colonial and American oarsmen of
today stand in comparison
to the
European oarsmen, and it Is because
of the added interest in this connection that the visit of the Canadian
crew is attracting such world-wid- e
attention.
For years back the Canadian rowing clubs have been sending oarsmen
across, and their success has established the right of the Canuck rowers
to compete with the best that the old
country can produce. In the early
nineties the Halifax four created
A
V
somewhat of a sensation by their
Say all you have to say In the
victories, while Lou Scholes' win of
fewest possible words, or your
the Diamond sculls, and the easy manreader will be sure to skip
ner In which the Winnipeg four
them; and In the plainest possl- ble words, or he will certainly
brought to Canada the Steward's cup
demonstrates that there are Just as
misunderstand them.
good scullers bred on this continent
as there are in any part of the world.
New Advertising Idea.
ATHLETIC
FIELD FOR GIRLS
Charles Dillon, teacher of Industrial
Journalism in the Kansas Agricultural
New York Authorities Plan Grounds college, is trying to get the advertifor Basketball, Tennis, Hockey
sing habit He says: "Why don't you
and Other Pastimes.
advertise, Mr. Farmer? Get a name
for your farm and then advertise your
Dave Altizer.
A girls' athletic field on a scale farm by that name.
Suppose you
get the hook this early instead of even that has never before been attempted choose the name Falrvlew. Then buy
till
shows
the
is planned by the New York
waiting
training trip,
au- under the name Falrvlew, sell under
that Altizer is considered a fixture and thorities for the girls' branchpark
of the the name of Fairview, have your butnot
will
have to worry about opposi- public schols athletic
league The ter marked Falrvlew, print Fairview
tion from any one. It seems like tak- grand stands and
equipment will cost on your berry boxes and have eggs
ing a long chance, but Garry Herr- $100,000. Land has been set aside for marked Fairview, and
paint Fairview
mann and Clark Griffith are evidently it by Park Commissioner
Stover at on your wagon boxes.
It won't be
quite satisfied that Dave will do. He Ninety-sixtstreet and Riverside long before the name of your farm is
is no spring chicken, and he lost out drive.
known and the people will be calling
with the White Sox not so very long
The proposed field will accommo- for your products. The town mercomeago, but he is figured in the
date 450 girls in different athletic chant advertises and the farmer can
back class with every indication of
pastimes at the same time. The Just as well advertise his butter, eggs
permanence and prosperity.
grounds are to be surrounded by high and produce."
walls. At one end there Is to be a
.Plan Motor Boat Race.
under cover. On the
swimming
Just Boys.
Action taken by the Royal Nova floor above pool
the
will be a room
Inquired once," says Arthur
Scotia yacht squadron of Halifax prac- for dances and pool
indoor games.
D. Dean in his prize article in the
tically assures the ht ldlng of a motor
There will be courts for basketball, World's Work, "of a group of teachboat race from New York to Halifax. tennis and
hockey, and they may be ers what they taught. One said 'mathIn response to a communication from flooded in winter
for skating.
ematics;'' another replied, 'English';
the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Yacht club, the
still another, 'science'; but the fourth
Halifax yachtsmen have outlined plans
Dartmouth 8igns Track Coach.
God bless the little prophetess
for the finish of the race there and the
The Dartmouth athletic council an merely said 'Please, sir, Just boys.'"
reception of the competitors. No date
has yet been set for the race, but the nounces that Harry L. Hillman has
last week in July or the first week in been reappointed coach of the Dart
William J. Bryan Says
.August is suggested as the most de- mouth track team for a term of threi
The fellow who tries to attract
'Hillman
came to Dartmouth business without
years.
sirable.
advertising is like
from New York a little over a yeai
the young man who throws his sweetago.
Louisville Loses Abbatlcehlo.
heart a silent kiss in the dark. He
Infielder Abbatlcehlo, the former
may know what he is doing but no
Maxes Run of 1,433.
major leaguer, just purchased by Louone else does.
isville, has retired from baseball for
George Gray, the Austrian billiard
0
1st, made a new world's record at Eng
good. Abbatlcehlo has just paid
A Big Asset.
for a hotel located near Forbes llsh billiards with a run of 1,438 in at
One of the greatest assets a merHeld, Pittsburg, the home of the Pi- unfinished match
at Southampton chant can have is the respect of his
rates, and intends to devote all his The former record of 1,240 was heU clerks, so
they will work, for his Intime to bis business interests.
by Roberts.
terest as well when he is away as
they do. when he is at the store.
First Choice.
,
a Not Important
Mr. Jawback My dear, I was one
other
that
me
the
told
day
"Jacksby
of the first to leave.
A Rare Bird.
he was a leader among men. In fact,
Mrs. Jawback Oh, you always say
That poet's hand
kaisus
the
led men in the same way
I fain would gripe,
that."
"
er."
Who ne'er hath sung
Mr. Jawback I can prove It this
He leads the gerhis pipe.
About
"So he does.
time. Look out In the hall and see
mane."
the beautiful umbrella I brought home.
A Ready Excuse.
"This milk looks chalky,'' said the
Sensitive.
College Faculties.
tousewlfe.
"A safety razor is always an acFather Young man, I am surprised
"So it does," answered tk modern
we
know
And
yet
ceptable present
m
Are vnn milta
vAiii- tmniiftncA
"After each of our cows!
an artist with a Vandyck beard who sure that you have complete control uilkman.
s riven her morning bath and mas-- i
fait grossly Insulted on receiving such
all your iacumesr
JUte she la imrlnklml with talnnm nnv.
a gift. Some persons are so touchy." ol nritll..M
liit fWW hal
Va
- , MW
WV
HBIII
IViilUW D.ti.ati
-- London Punch.
ler. Some of it most huHdant.i
s
the Athletlc.assocla.tlon has! Puck.
i
d

Household goods and
Galistco street

furnishings at 301
Call at any time.

1

1

,

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting,
first and third Friday. ViBiticg Broth
ers are always welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,

President
C.

J. NEIS,

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth ThursDelgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy

h

1

$40,-00-

j

.

dlXisJJenJntQ the

milk.

.

Farmer.
The New Mexican

Frtntsns comprepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers dud canvas sides, hall full
Index in front and the fees of Justice!
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the 2rat page. The pages
are 10
Inches. These books are
made up in civl) and criminal dockets,
separate of 3''-- pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
$2.7f
Combined Civil and Crin-lt.-- J
.. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heajlug is wanted.
pany has

-

In the Wake of the Measles.
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer.
Little Rock, Ark.i had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She BaVR! "Ono hnttl, nf rnW
and Tar Compound completely cured
mm ana ne has never been bothered
since. Croup, whooping cough, measles cough, all yield to Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound.
The genuine
is in the yellow packages always. Refuse substitutes.
For sale hv all
druggists. "

Hr

-

f AGE

EIGH1
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Andrews "Cash"

he regrets to part with his assistant butchers $5.75i5.90;
themselves as to the particular loca
Herewith are some bargains offered
lights $5.S5
whose affability made friends
of 5.95.
tions
the New Mexican Printing comby
which
at
said
each
of
the
UP.
those who transacted business with
Code of Civil Procedure of the
Sheep Receipts 7,000. Market 10 bridges, is to be
pany:
constructed, also the
his office.
to 15 cents higher.
Muttons $3.50
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
t
each
conditions
at
particular
existing
The Outbreak which was shown at '4.50; lambs $4.906.10; fed wethers
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
the Elks last night, was the greatest and yearlings $3.90(5.10; fed western Lf the said locations, which will enter Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Siinta Fe, X. M., .May 4.
into the matter of the construction of
western picture ever seen in Santa Fe. lewes $3.50(54.25.
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
Mexico Generally X
For Xew
It appears again tonight.
Re-- ' said- bridge or bridges.
4.
Cattle
111.,
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
May
Chicago,
fair tonight and Friday; not
The board reserves the rieht of re of New
Death of Mrs. J. S. Armijo Justo R. ceipts 6,000. Market slow.
Beeves
Mexico, 1889. 1901 and 1903,
V much change in temperature.
jecting any and all proposals.
steers $1.60
Texas
and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
Armijo, of Albuquerque, received in- $3.0O(i6.40:
English
I. SPARKS,
formation yesterday of the death of 5.50;
Sheriff's
Flexible
$4.80i&6.65:
western steers
full leather $3.
Chairman
of the Board Cover Foclc-- t Dockets, single,
00
wife
ihe
5.45;
and
Dorothy
$4.
feeders
stockers
Armijo,
Kathryn
$1.25;.
A Bargain in Sample Pocket Books'
EO. AV. ARMIJO,
of his son, Jose L. Armijo. who left cows and heifers $2.405.60; calves
New
two or more books, $1 each.
25 cents at GOEBKLS.
Clark
of
the
Board.
' Albuquerque
for St. Louis about the $4.256.25.
One of the Best run ot pictures
Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
of the world's fair. Mrs. Armijo
Market
Com25,000.
Hogs Receipts
ever seen in Santa Fe is at the Elks time
FOR RENT Furnished tent. In- 3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
died in Xew York, yesterday. Besides five cents lower.
53.65
75 c. ComLight
Lass,
Corporation
pilation
Mrs.
tonight.
Don
Summers,
quire
Caspar Ave.
her husband she leaves a 3 year old 602
heavy $5.50 ft 5.90; ' rough
Leave Your Order for Strawberry:
pilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
and her mother. The couple have $5.50 5.65; good to choice
child,
heavy
for
short cake
Digest of New Mexico Reports, ful
Saturday delivery at: lived in Xew York for about five years.
The
New
Mexican
comPrintline
$5.655.90; pigs $5.50 5.95; bulk of pany has
Louis Xapoleon, phone 191.
$6.50: full list school blanks.
sheep,
prepared civil and criminal
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone! From 36 to 70 That was the range sales $5.S05.95.
dockets especially for the use of JusMarket tices of the peace.
Black 1!?S, when in need of milk and In temperature yesterday and the. top
15,000.
Sheep Receipts
They are especialnotch was an excuse for the wearing
western
Native
cream. Surplus always on hand.
steady.
$3.004.60;
ly ruled, with printed headings. In
were
of
them
of
straw
hats.
Several
or
$3.25 4.60;
Cattle At Columbus,!
$4.40 5.40; either Spanish or English, made ' of
yearlings
Imp6rting
T.una county, 941 head of cattle were' seen. The average relative humidity lambs, native $4.25 6.10;
western good record paper, strongly and durnow using
are
24
and
cent
was
for
the
per
day
many people
only
brought across the border from CasaS; the lowest
ably bound, with leather back and
was $1.656.25.
last
night
temperature
Paxtine
Toilet Antiseptic
urandes, Mexico, yesterday.
covers ind canvas sides, ball full
Omaha, Neb., May 4.
4(1 degrees.
At 6 a. m. it was 48. The
The Woman's Aid Society of the
4,300. Market steady to strong. Index in front and the fees of Justice! The new toilet germicide powder to be
day was described by the weather man
dissolved in water as needed.
cows and of the peace and constables printed
First. Presbyterian church will meet as clear, warm and
Native
pleasant with just heifers steers $6.006.00;
in full on the flrst page. The pages For all toilet and hygienic uses it is
steers
with Mrs. C. L. Bishop tomorrow aft- the average
western
$3.005.75;
condiand
temperature
and more economical.
10
inches. These books arc Tobetter
ernoon at 2:30 o'clock.
of $3.755.S0; Texas steers $3.255.30; are
tions. The Modern Woodmen
cleanse and whiten the
civtf
made
in
criminal
and
dockets,
up
cows
and
heifers
'$3.004.90;
teeth, remove tartar and
Born To Mr. and Mrs! Castle. Tue-da- y America were in convention here and range
and separate of 33 pages each, or with
stockers
mo- Canners
prevent decay.
$2.754.00;
the
them
for
suited
weather
a
just
May 2, 1911, son, George
Haynes
both civil and criminal bound in one To disinfect the mouth, de
calves
feeders $3.504.50;
"
$1.00
toring in the afternoon.
Castle. ' '
80
320
civdl
and
stroy disease germs, and
pages
book,
pases
6 25; bulls, stags, etc. $3.755.00.
purify the breath.
criminal. To introduce them they are
Fifteen Mill Levy, for City Purposes
Market offered at the
To keep artificial teeth and
13,0m).
Hogs Receipts
The board of trustees of Las Crucfes,
following prices
bridge work clean, odorless
steady; heavy $5.50f?i .5.70; mixed $5.55 GM1 or Criminal
J2.TE
has made a fifteen mill levy for town
To remove nicotine from the teeth and
$5.6p
f(5.05;
pigs
light
$5.655.75;
4.00
..
inCrinrinrJ
Civil
to
mills
Combined
and
five
into
the
go
purposes,
purify the breath after smoking.
MONEY AND METALS.
5.65; bulk of sales $5.555.70.
For 45 cents additional for a single To eradicate perspiration and body
terest fund.
4
Call
New York, N. Y.
Market
May
3,700.
a
Receipts
Sheep
55
or
odors
cents
additional for
docket,
by sponge bathing.
Does Dad like her?. Well, I guess
2
money 2
per cent; prime s'eady. Yearlings $4.404.90; weth- combination docket, they will be sent The best antiseptic wash known.
yes. If you don't believe it, see it to- mercantile
3
and strengthens tired, weak,
Relieves
cent;
ers $4.30(g4.60; ewes $3.50 4.35; by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
per
paper
night at the Elks. '
Heals sorethroat, wounds
Mexican dollars 43;
Amalgamated lambs $5.256.10.
full must accompany
order. State inflamedeyes.
and cuts. 25 and 50 cts. a box, druggists
Modern House for Rent A modern 02
Atchison
sugar 117
or
whether
Spanish or by mail postpaid. Sample Free.
plainly
English
house, within a minutes 108
Great Northern, preferred
NOTICE.
THE PAXTON TOILET CO.,BosTrnlIHsa
printed heading is wanted.
walk of Plaza, for rent at $25 a month. 126
Xew York Central 106
Proposals will be received by the
Xew
Mexican.
at
Apply
Northern racific 124
of
Reading Board of County Commissioners
Southern Pacific 115
Vanadium Mines to Resume The 154
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, for
steel 74
of three
vanadium mines in the Caballo range. Union Pacific 177
plans and specifications
Sierra county, will resume as soon as pfd 119.
,
bridges to be constructed, one over the
;
the vanadium mill is moved from Cut
New York", N. 'Y., May 4 Standard Santa Fe river on Canon road, within
ter to the mines.
1.60 fi "11.70;
copper dull; spot
July the limits of the city of Santa Fe.
Ladies Guild The Ladies Guild of ll.Oulff 11.75.
One at the town of Galisteo, across
ft
the Church of the Holy Faith will
the Galisteo river at a point which will
Lead, dull $4,411(7(4.511.
be designated by the chairman of the
meet with Miss Alice Atkinson,
at j Bar silver 53.
board of county commissioners, and
the home of Mrs. Jacob Weltmer Fri- LARD, RIBS.
GRAIN,
PORK,
i
one other member of tha board.
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Chicago, 111., Wheat July 89
One across the Galisteo river at the
Water Pipe, Not Sewer The at- Sept. NS
town of Los Cerrillos, at a point to
tention of Mayor Seligman was callCorn -- Juiy 52
Sept. 53
This is the season that most women begin to think, of
be designated by the chairman of the
ed today to an alleged break in the
board
one
member
and
other
of
sewer on Palace avenue in front of
the
Oats July 32
touchingup'and redecorating the house. A change here
Sept. 32
board of county commissioners.
the court house. Investigation show
14.45.'
Pork July 14.92
Sept.
or there does much toward making things look like new.
Said plans and specifications
for
ed that a water pipe nad burst and
Lard July 8.05; Sept. 8.12
said bridges or either of them to be
the leak is being repaired by the waRibs July 7.87
At this pleasant store you will find just the things you want and
Sept.,7.S().
submitted to the said board of county
ter company.
WOOL MARKET.
afford to pay. We have paints, varnishes,
on or before the first always at prices you can
If you failed to see those pictures
St. Louis, Mo May 4. Wool un- commissioners
offer
you many valuable suggestions along
Elks last night, see them to night changed. Territory and western me day of June, A. D 1911; at the office oils, stains, and can
of
the
clerk
of
the
of
probate
county
are
the best yet.
this line.
,they
diums 15!f(17; fine mediums 13(S15;
Santa Fe, N. M., at the court house in
Arrests at El 'Paso .lose Perales; fine llffi12.
Please feel perfectly free to come in and look around
the
of
N.
Santa Fe,
M., at which
city
was arrested at El Paso, for snooting j
LIVESTOCK.
whether
time the different plans and specifica
you purchase anything or not.
at, G. R. Martinez, while in a saloon, j
Kansas City, Mo May 4. Cattle
tions
for
each
of
said
after
bridges,
Alabastine, the beautiful wall coating for interior decothe bullet striking Amado Gutier-- ! Receipts 3,000.
Market steady
to which bids will
be called for, on or
rez. Pablo Cisneros, aged 12, and strong.
is sold and recommended by us.
Native steers $5.256.15; before
the first Monday in July for rating
Lstevan Griego. were arrested on southern steers $4.25$ 5.75: southern
Come
in and look over the new Alabastine wall and
the
construction of said bridges or
the charge of burglarizing a ware- cows and heifers $3.354.73; native
either
of
as
board
the
them,
,
may
elect,
designs.
ceiling
house and grocery store.
cows and heifers $3.00(6.00; stockers
and only the plan and specifications
Mr. Sandoval
Resigns Joseph T. and feeders $4.75(55.75; bulls $4.00
which may be adopted, for each of
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
bancioval, the genial deputy probate $5.00; calves $4.006.25;
western said bridges will be paid
for; but the
clerk in George Armijo's office has steers $4.755.90; western cows $3.25
proposal shall contain the amount of
5.00.
resigned as the next few months
charge, which will be made for the
will be dull in the probate clerk's
Hogs Receipts, 12,00(1. Market five plan and specification if accepted.
office.
In speaking of Mr. Sancoval, cents lower. Bulk of sales $5.25
The parties proposing plans and spe
Wholesale and Retail
Probate Clerk Armijo said today that 5.9(1; heavy $5.755.85; packers and cifications,
will be required to inform
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GROCERY and BAKERY

Fresh Vegetables
of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.
'OL'R BAKERY
first

Everything

class

6

DEPARTMENT

loaves

of bread for

25

cents

J

Instead of Liquid

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

Phone No.4.

Antiseptics Peroxide

Cattle-Re-cei-

The Giving of Gifts
A HAPPY CU5T0M
MORE UNIVEREACH
SALLY OBSERVED
YEAR

G

MARKETKEP0RT

RO

2

PARTICULARLY SLITFD FOR THE OCCASION

;
.if
Jj;

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-G- old
and
SilverPlain and set with turquoisefor chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY VOIR BEST FRIENDS

S.

SPITZ,

pts

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

seven-roome-

2

d

.

3m ioutecotatmg

1

i
i

&appue&

8

ARE YOUR HOSE INSURED?

If not try 6 pairs Holeproof for
MEN and WOMEN

guaranteed for six months

.

,

.

THE BIG STORE
A Name

Can't Make

Don't Pay For a Name

A Woman's Shoe Fit

There's Nothing In It

Shoe with a fancy, copyrighted name
can't fit a foot any better or fit any more
feet than if it were only known by the
good old English word of "Shoe."
that don't-- f it- Many women buy Shoes
.
tor the sake of wearing a Shoe with a
fancy name.

0UI SHOES at $2.50, $3.00, $3,50 or
Possess all the beauty, grace,
elegance, and style a woman can get
ma Shoe.
WeVC a SI,zel
dihA and shape for
we say: Bring
every woman's foot,
back your shoes, if they disappoint you
n any way.

A

er

4- -

NATHAN SALMON.
i

tin'
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